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Preface
Flash back to 1994. Power PC of the day was a 486‐DX2 66mhz EISA machine, with a 1.2
gigabyte SCSI drive and 32 megabytes of ram, running Windows 3.1, OS/2 2.1, and
Windows NT. That memory cost $1600. 71 SQL Queries run against a 250,000 row
SETQUERY DB2 database took over 4500 seconds of elapsed time on the PC. The same
queries run on an IBM compatible mainframe of that era (MVS/ESA 4.2.2, DB2 V2R3)
took 976 seconds of elapsed time. DB2 AND YOUR DESKTOP: CAN THEY RELATE?
Fast forward to 2009. The mainframe is an 80 MIP machine, 2G of REAL, 1G of
EXPANDED, z/OS 1.4, DB2 V8, 1,000,000 row version of SETQUERY, same 71 queries take
168 seconds. The PC is now a 1.8 GHZ core 2 duo, 109 gigabyte hard drive, with 4
gigabytes of RAM from Fry’s for $61. The same 71 queries, run against a 1,000,000 row
SETQUERY DB2/UDB/9.5 database take 42 seconds. So if the mainframe is rated at 80
MIPS and the PC does the work in 1/4th the time, does that mean the PC should be
rated at 320 MIPS? Curiouser and curiouser.
Now it’s 2013, the same 71 queries run against a 1,000,000 row SETQUERY HP VERTICA
6.1 database on an ASUS CM6870 (Intel core i7‐3770) take 1.27 seconds, 43 seconds for
a 1,000,000,000 row version.
If we ignore for the moment Vertica’s blazing speed of execution, linear scalability and
full parallelism, and multiple user near real time analysis of BIG data with extreme
concurrent load, we’re still left with one of Vertica’s greatest assets: Out of the box
usability and performance, automagic tuning, and DBAs which spend their time solving
business issues instead of disk space and database design issues. Seriously. Don’t
believe me? Run through the sample VMART tutorial yourself, in 15 minutes you ‘ll be a
true believer. Really. No indexes to create and maintain. A data base design process
which looks at your data and queries, and automatically builds the appropriate data
structures to get your results in a hurry. No need to build and maintain a separate data
store for ETL and Data Mart processing. But wait, there’s more: Vertica gets proprietary
performance out of commodity hardware. This product is worth investigating.
This book examines the essential performance engineering techniques for Linux/Big
Data MPP clusters based on x86_64 commodity hardware, with particular emphasis on
RedHat Enterprise Linux V5.9, HP Vertica 6.1, NMON 14i, and ECLIPSE. Step by step
instructions are provided for instrumenting and sizing the hardware using NMON,
CRON, and the Vertica supplied CPU, DISK and NETWORK tools. Detailed application
descriptions are provided along with the C++ code and ECLIPSE setup for randomizing
and generating application data. Sizing experiments and planning for capacity are
explained using the same tried and true methodology used at Amdahl/Fujitsu, Hitachi,
Oracle, PeopleSoft, Platform Solutions, Serena Software, HP, the University of California,
and the Computer Measurement Group.
Details like managing competing workloads, using parallel load to improve elapsed
times, dealing with rogue Vertica Projection definitions, using the Management Console,
backup/recovery performance, and system maintenance are also presented.
If you can make it thru the Vertica VMART Sample application Tutorial, and follow the
methodology presented in these short 100 pages for your applications, you will be a
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RHEL V5.9 performance engineer, and a high performance Vertica DBA, able to
command a higher salary than you are making now. For real. Yes way. Give it a shot.

Outline
Chapter 1, Installation and Cluster Setup...This chapter identifies and installs all the
necessary pieces (Hardware and Software) and illustrates a working, skeleton Vertica
cluster. A subset of often used Linux commands is also shown including cat, ls, fdisk,
mkfs.ext3, cd, mkdir, mount, df , crontab, scp, ssh, and rpm.
Chapter 2, Database Specifics.. This chapter introduces two databases: the VMART
sample database provided with Vertica and the SETQUERY database by Dr. Patrick
O’Neil of the University of Massachusetts at Boston. This chapter discusses the
application, database DDL, and SQL queries, with references to online studies.
Chapter 3, Loading Data into Vertica... This chapter discusses options available for
improving database load performance, detailing the control statements for Parallel Load
and SQL for re‐configuring disk space. A working C++ program for generating the
random numbers needed by SETQUERY is introduced; NMON statistics for loading the
1000X versions of VMART and SETQUERY are discussed and correlated with Master
Console Displays.
Chapter 4, Cluster Resizing... This chapter discusses the resource requirements needed
for replicating data base data to the remaining two nodes to the cluster, in the process
making it a ‘k‐safe’ environment, one that can recover in the event of a single node
failure. We’ll also look at some device diagnostics in an effort to improve disk
performance.
Chapter 5, Projections, Database Designer... This chapter examines query times for 1X,
100X, and 1000X implementations of the VMART and SETQUERY databases. Included are
detailed discussions of the database statistics (ANALYZE_HISTOGRAM), projection
encoding, using EXPLAIN, pertinent Vertica system tables, and dealing with rogue
projections. A link to an external study comparing DB2 Advanced Enterprise Server with
Vertica is also provided.
Chapter 6, Backup, Remove, Restore... You are almost finished, time for some
partitioning, backup, and recovery procedures, with tips for recovering disk space from
deleted rows.
Chapter 7, Monitor, Maintain, Troubleshoot... This final chapter discusses some long,
boring, technical details. As the saying goes, the devil’s in the details including dual
booting a MAC with RHEL, installing device drivers, Workload Management, Vertica
Management Console, the NMON Spreadsheet Analyzer, Windows and RHEL, and RHEL
Maintenance.

Prerequisites
This book starts with a bare metal machine, the only user prerequisites are an attention
to detail, the ability to follow long, boring, detailed instructions, experience with a web
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browser on any platform, patience, and a sense of humor. 95% of the Linux commands
you will ever need are presented in this text.

Who this book is for
This book is for aspiring Linux performance engineers, seasoned and neophyte DBAs,
Linux administrators, undergraduates, graduates, anyone embarking on or transitioning
to a Big Data/Linux MPP computer performance engineering or quality assurance
career. Prior DBA and SQL experience is useful but not required.
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1
Installation and Cluster Setup
This chapter identifies and installs all the necessary pieces (Hardware and Software) and
illustrates a working, skeleton Vertica cluster. A subset of often used linux commands is
also shown including cat, ls, fdisk, mkfs.ext3, cd, mkdir, mount, df , crontab, scp, ssh,
and rpm.

Installing RHEL V5.9

figure_01_00

Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux‐5‐Installation_Guide‐en‐US.pdf is the authoritative source.
Chapter 4, Installing on Intel and AMD systems, details lucid, step‐by‐step instructions
for installing RHEL V5 from the installation DVD. Install everything except virtualization.
Choose DHCP for the network, fill in the Vertica host/node name, install NTP when
prompted and accept the default Red Hat URL’s. The final chapter in Vertica
Performance Engineering Essentials has some tips for installing RHEL on a MacBook or
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Mac Mini, including the use of Linux rescue, MAC disk partitioning, and the use of ReFIT
and ReFind for dual (dueling might be more appropriate) boot.
Select each major Install option, and then select all the optional sub‐options. From the
image preceding you can see that only 13 of 14 optional packages are selected to be
installed for the Administration Tools in the Base System. To select all 14 of 14 optional
packages, left double click on the Optional Packages radio button, and select every
package from the resulting pop‐up window.
These instructions depend on a working Ethernet connection, preferably with access to
the internet. Applications like Terminal Server Client for remote desk‐topping and
Windows File‐sharing will come in handy. It’s easier to install everything up front then to
add missing pieces later. You’ll have to do both at some point; we’ll get to missing
pieces in the same final chapter.
This cluster consists of three disparate nodes, each running a different i7 processor, with
different CPU, DISK and MEMORY allocations. Probably something you wouldn’t do in
production, but nice to know that Vertica is bulletproof: it deals with the differences and
just like the old Timex commercials, takes a licking and keeps on ticking. We’ll start by
examining the biggest node, an ASUS CM6870.

SIZING UP NMON
Logon to Redhat as root, using the password you supplied during the RedHat install.
Open Mozilla Firefox, go to the NMON site and download two files: lmon14i.c and
makefile. Save them to the /root directory.
http://nmon.sourceforge.net/pmwiki.php?n=Site.Download

Open a terminal window by right clicking the desktop and selecting Open Terminal from
the resulting popup. Rename lmon14i.c to lmon.c. Look at the makefile (cat makefile)
and choose a setup similar to yours. Then run the make command. ‘make
nmon_x86_rhel4’ The resulting c compiler directives are shown following.
cc –o nmon_x86_rhel4 lmon.c –g -02 –D JFS –D GETUSER –Wall –D
LARGEMEM –lncurses –g –D X86
Issue an ls to see what’s in the directory, in this case an earlier nmon (nmon14h) and
the brand spanking new nmon you just compiled (nmon_x86_rhel4). Rename
nmon_x86_rhel4 to nmon14i. Then start nmon by typing ./nmon14i
The NMON splash screen shows two values for CPU cycle time: CPU @ 3.40Ghz, and x86
MHz=3392.515. The first speed is a static value from a control block; the second speed is
dynamic value. They are pretty close, which usually indicates CPU scaling is disabled.
The splash screen from the Mac Mini, reads CPU @2.30Ghz and MHz=1200.000, a
good indicator CPU speed scaling is enabled.
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figure_01_01

Enter cdt. A window similar to the preceding will appear, displaying activity for CPU,
DISK, and Top Processes.
The CPU display identifies eight virtual CPUs broken into User, System, Wait, and Idle
states, for all eight individual CPUs, and an average line at the bottom of the window.
The Top Processes window lists the busiest processes in descending order based on
%CPU used, along with memory sizes and the Command used to start the process. Looks
like making the file system is using 100% of one CPU, as shown by the solid red sssss for
CPU 8 in the CPU Utilisation window (100.0 Sys%), and 100.0 of %CPU used in the Top
window for command mkfs.ext3. Creating the 2TB filesystem is keeping device sdd
100% busy, writing data at 109.7MB/second.
The DISK display identifies four physical hard drives: SDA, SDB, SDC, and SDD. Devices
SDA and SDB also have multiple partitions, which show up as duplicate data as indicated
by the Warning:contains duplicates message. Single partition devices do not cause
issues with duplicate data.


SDA – Seagate Internal green drive 5900 RPM 2TB SATA, 6G port
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SDB – Western Digital Internal high performance 7200 RPM 2TB SATA, 6G port



SDC – Hitachi G-SPEEDQ External 7200 RPM 3TB e-SATA RAID-5, 3G port



SDD – Hitachi G-DRIVE External 7200 RPM 2TB e-SATA, 3G port

All of these drives come up as standard UNIX hard drives, there are no write through
devices even for the external SATA drives. However, the same Hitachi G‐DRIVE when
attached via a USB connection comes up as a write through device, with the associated
reduction in performance, roughly 100MB/sec for the e‐SATA connection versus roughly
30 MB/sec for the USB connection.
NMON also has the capability to record system activity to a log file, which can be
subsequently processed by Microsoft Excel to produce charts and graphs:

figure_01_02

The SPIN on Disks
Open a terminal window and enter fdisk –l to determine your hard drive telemetry. It
will identify the same drives shown in the NMON window. The drive we want to
initialize is /dev/sdd, the 2TB external e‐SATA Hitachi G‐drive. To wipe out the current
contents of /dev/sdd and replace it with an ext3 file system enter the following
command: mkfs.ext3 /dev/sdd –L esat02.
You’ll get a response indicating /dev/sdd is an entire device, reply y to proceed anyway.
When the filesystem create finishes, you can mount the device for use. This disk will be
used as dedicated TEMP space by Vertica, and will be mounted as /mnt/vertica/work.
TEMP space is used by Vertica for work files during database load, database design, and
for intermediate files need by query resolution, among other things. This is new with the
latest version of Vertica, and when combined with Vertica Parallel Load, can
substantially decrease the elapsed times for database load and design, as we’ll see in
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chapter 3. First create the mount point directory by opening a terminal window and
issuing the following commands:
cd /mnt
mkdir vertica
cd vertica
mkdir work

Now mount the volume by typing mount /dev/sdd /mnt/vertica/work. Issue a df
–mh command as shown below to display file system information in megabytes, add the
h for human readability.
[root@vert02 ~]# df -mh
Filesystem
Size Used Avail Use%
/dev/mapper/VolGroup00-LogVol00
1.8T
30G 1.7T
2%
/dev/sda1
99M
18M
77M 19%
tmpfs
7.8G
0 7.8G
0%
/dev/sdb2
1.8T 603G 1.2T 35%
/dev/sdc
2.7T 2.4T 246G 91%
/dev/sdd
1.8T 196M 1.7T
1%
/dev/sr0
54M
54M
0 100%
[root@vert02 ~]#

Mounted on
/
/boot
/dev/shm
/mnt/vertica/data
/mnt/vertica/loaddata
/mnt/vertica/work
/media/USB-G1000

To keep mount information across system restarts, edit /etc/fstab to look as shown
following. The contents of the fstab file can be displayed via the ‘cat /etc/fstab’
command as shown following. The bottom three lines were added to the original to
accommodate the three hard drives added to the ASUS CM6870.
[root@vert02 ~]# cat /etc/fstab
/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol00 /
LABEL=/boot
/boot
tmpfs
/dev/shm
devpts
/dev/pts
sysfs
/sys
proc
/proc
/dev/VolGroup00/LogVol01 swap
/dev/sdb2
/mnt/vertica/data
/dev/sdc
/mnt/vertica/loaddata
/dev/sdd
/mnt/vertica/work
[root@vert02 ~]#

ext3
ext3
tmpfs
devpts
sysfs
proc
swap
ext3
ext3
ext3

defaults
defaults
defaults
gid=5,mode=620
defaults
defaults
defaults
defaults
defaults
defaults

1 1
2
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1
0
0
0
0

Make sure the appropriate file permissions are set for the Vertica directories: Owner
(dbadmin) folder access (create and delete files), Group (dbadmin) folder access (create
and delete files), Others folder access (create and delete files) works fine for this
test/development environment.

Naturally Networking
In the best of all possible worlds (my apologies to Dr. Pangloss and Voltaire) your
Network will come up automatically via DHCP. Go to System/Administration/Network.
Click on the DNS tab and type in the host name for this node, vert02.
From the Redhat desktop double click the computer icon, double click the filesystem
folder, double click the etc folder, and then double click the file hosts /etc/hosts. A Gedit
window will open for file /etc/hosts. Edit the file to look like the following:
# Do not remove the following line, or various programs
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# that require network functionality will fail.
127.0.0.1
localhost.localdomain localhost
::1
localhost6.localdomain6 localhost6
10.194.239.130 vert01
10.194.239.129 vert02
10.194.239.122 vert03

The bottom three lines were added to the original /etc/hosts, each line containing the ip
address and hostname for all the nodes in the Vertica/Linux/MPP cluster.
If your network does not come up automatically, check the final chapter for
troubleshooting hints. Most routers will by default try to associate the same IP address
with the same hardware, so you should be able to sustain the same IP address for a
particular node/system across power on resets even when using DHCP.

Automating with Cron/NMON
Open a terminal window and type crontab –e. Then press the ins (insert key). This
begins a vi session on the empty crontab file, used to schedule tasks in Linux. We’ll be
making three entries to invoke NMON journaling, once every eight hours at 4AM, 12
Noon and 8 PM, as shown in the following. Make sure to create the /root/nmon
directory, and copy the nmon14i executable.
To save your editing, first press the Esc (escape) key to get out of INSERT mode, and
then hold down the Shift key while pressing the Z key twice. To list the contents of
crontab type crontab –l.
[root@vert02 ~]# crontab -l
00 04 * * * /root/nmon/nmon14i -f -t -c 480 -s 60
00 12 * * * /root/nmon/nmon14i -f -t -c 480 -s 60
00 20 * * * /root/nmon/nmon14i -f -t -c 480 -s 60
[root@vert02 ~]#

NMON log files will be created in the /root directory (‐f), each file containing 8 hours
worth of system activity (‐c 480) in one minute (‐s 60) intervals including top data (‐t).
These logs can then be copied to a Windows workstation for analysis with the NMON
Spreadsheet Reporter Excel file.
Copy nmon14i to the other nodes in the cluster (scp nmon14i root@vert01:/root/
.).’ Don’t forget the . at the end of the command.
SSH to the node with the newly copied nmon14i and fire up nmon (ssh root@vert01).
Do the same for the remaining nodes.

Engaging Eclipse-CDT
Eclipse‐CDT is an open source Integrated Development Environment used for
developing c and c++ applications. We’ll be using this tool to create test data for
database loads. Go to the Eclipse/CDT home page http://eclipse.org/cdt/ and
download the latest version. Copy the download to a directory of your choice; in this
case the directory is named /eclipsetest. Extract the downloaded zip file by left clicking
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on the file and selecting Extract Here from the resulting pop‐up. Double click on the
eclipse executable, and you’ll be presented with the Eclipse/CDT welcome page.

Revving up Vertica 6.1 with RPM
Go to the My Vertica site https://my.vertica.com/ and download the Vertica RPM
file, and the Vertica Console RPM file. The documentation for Vertica Community
Edition is now available at
http://www.vertica.com/documentation/documentation-6-1/ You can
download individual manuals or the entire set of manuals as zip files for Windows and
tar.gz files for Linux. Install the Vertica RPM by entering
‘rpm –Uvh vertica-6.1.2-0.x86_64.RHEL5.rpm’.
Before beginning the cluster setup, I’ve found it useful to SSH from all the hosts to each
other, to set up the known_hosts file. Open a Terminal Window, enter ‘ssh
root@vert01’, then enter the password when prompted. Do this from the root
account for all three nodes from all three nodes. You’ll be prompted about RSA keys,
reply continue. If you’re having trouble connecting down the road you can always
delete the known_hosts file and start over. It’s in the .ssh directory for every user, for
root it’s in the /root/.ssh directory. Make sure you’ve enabled hidden files by checking
Show Hidden Files in the View drop down in the File Browser.
Create a 3‐node Vertica cluster by entering ‘/opt/vertica/sbin/install_vertica
–s vert02,vert03,vert01 –r vertica-6.1.2.0.x86_64.RHEL5.rpm’. The first
host in the list of hosts following the –s parameter must be the host upon which the
install is taking place, in this case vert02. You’ll end up with strange installation errors
otherwise.
As was seen earlier in the NMON splash screens, CPU frequency scaling is turned off in
the BIOS for the ASUS PC, but is left enabled on the MacBook (vert01) and the Mac Mini
(vert03). This fact is also pointed out by the install script. The MacBook runs pretty hot
as it is, almost too hot to touch, disabling CPU frequency scaling will make it run hotter.
The lab (garage) is already sweltering; I’ll live with any performance implications for this
test/development environment.
The installation script will also raise a flag if there is not at least 2G of RAM per logical
CPU, which is 8G for the MacBook (4CPUs * 2, maximum memory configured), and 16G
for the ASUS and Mac Mini (8CPUs * 2, maximum memory configured).
Validation scripts are provided to test CPU, DISK, and NETWORK capabilities.
/opt/vertica/bin/vcpuperf runs some CPU kernels to get a relative idea of CPU speed
and performance, as summarized in the table below. All three versions of the Intel I7
processor pass the CPU speed tests.
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figure_01_03

/opt/vertica/bin/vioperf runs some I/O beaters to size up DISK devices. Statistics are
gathered for READ, WRITE, and READ_WRITE throughput (MB/second), and SKIPLOAD
(seeks/second). The table following summarizes the stats for all disks on all nodes. To
execute the test position yourself in a directory on the device you wish to measure and
enter /opt/vertica/bin/vioperf.

figure_01_04

/opt/vertica/bin/vnetperf provides network throughput data: Latency, UDP Thoughput,
and TCP throughput. If this test fails to complete, or completes erratically (pausing
occasionally) there’s a good chance your network hardware is broken. Log in with your
data base administrator id, create a text file delimited with newline characters
containing ip addresses of the hosts to test, like shown below (file name
vnetperf2hosts).
10.194.239.130
10.194.239.122
Invoke the tests: /opt/vertica/bin/vnetperf --host vnetperf2hosts
The test results are presented in a tabular format. Latency:
The maximum recommended rtt latency is 2 milliseconds. The ideal rtt latency is 200
microseconds or less. It is recommended that clock skew be kept to under 1 second.
| node
| index | rtt latency (us) | clock skew (us)
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| 10.194.239.122 | 0
| 10.194.239.130 | 1

| 88
| 228

|4
| -1532518

The following is an edited version of the results for UDP and TCP throughput for the
MacBook and the MacMini.

figure_01_05

Take a look via the Vertica Management Console
To begin the install type ‘rpm –Uvh vertica‐console‐6.1.2‐0.x86_64.RHEL5.rpm’.
Right click on the hyperlink, in this case https://vert02:5450/webui, choose Open Link
from the pop‐up. You’ll be presented with a window concerning the license agreement.
Accept the license agreement, click next, and fill in the appropriate information on the
succeeding menus, specifying dbadmin as the user and UNIX group id, accept the rest of
the defaults. At some point you’ll be presented with a logon screen, after logging on
click on the cluster you just created. Left click on View to get an overview of the cluster.

figure_01_06
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Summary
Congratulations, you’ve successfully done the prep work, and are now ready to create
some data and load some tables, and in the process became familiar with commonly
used linux commands. RHEL V5.9 has been completely installed; NMON is installed,
providing both real time and historical performance data for the cluster. CRON is setup
to automatically record NMON performance data 24x7. The network is setup with
Network Timing Protocol using the default Red Hat hosts, and configured (/etc/hosts) so
all Vertica nodes can see each other. The disks have been formatted as EXT3 file
systems, and Eclipse/CDT is installed for C++ development.
Vertica is installed, the validation scripts for CPU, DISK, and NETWORK have been run on
all nodes in the cluster‐to‐be, and a three node cluster has been created via the
install_vertica script. And finally The Vertica Management Console is installed.
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2
Database Specifics
This chapter introduces two databases: the VMART sample database provided with
Vertica and the SETQUERY database by Dr. Patrick O’Neil of the University of
Massachusetts at Boston. This chapter discusses:


The application



database DDL



SQL queries



references to online studies.

Counting the sales at VMART
From the Vertica Getting Started Guide: “HP Vertica ships with an example database,
called the VMart Example Database, which is based on a fictional department store
chain that has an online storefront in addition to traditional brick and mortar stores.
VMART contains the following schemas: Public, Store, and Online_Sales. The Store
schema contains information about the retail chain's brick and mortar stores. The
Online_Sales schema contains information about the online storefront.”
The following figure shows the tables in the VMART database, and the number of rows
for the small (1X), large (100X), and extra‐large (1000X) implementations.

figure_02_01
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VMART table DDL
Vertica uses standard DDL, as shown in the following definition for the
Online_Sales_Fact table. For more details see the Getting Started Guide, beginning on
page 10.
create table online_sales.online_sales_fact
( sale_date_key
integer
not
ship_date_key
integer
not
product_key
integer
not
product_version
integer
not
customer_key
integer
not
call_center_key
integer
not
online_page_key
integer
not
shipping_key
integer
not
warehouse_key
integer
not
promotion_key
integer
not
pos_transaction_number integer
not
sales_quantity
integer,
sales_dollar_amount
float,
ship_dollar_amount
float,
net_dollar_amount
float,
cost_dollar_amount
float,
gross_profit_dollar_amount float,
transaction_type
varchar(16)
);

null,
null,
null,
null,
null,
null,
null,
null,
null,
null,
null,

VMART queries
Nine queries are provided by Vertica in /opt/vertica/examples/VMart_Schema/, file
name vmart_queries.sql. Query number 4 is shown following.
-- vmart_query_04.sql
-- IN predicate
-- Find all products supplied by stores in MA
SELECT DISTINCT s.product_key, p.product_description
FROM store.store_sales_fact s, public.product_dimension p
WHERE s.product_key = p.product_key
AND s.product_version = p.product_version
AND s.store_key IN (
SELECT store_key
FROM store.store_dimension
WHERE store_state = 'MA')
ORDER BY s.product_key;

The following graph compares the VMART query elapsed times for DB2/Linux,
DB2/Windows and Vertica for 10 million, 100 million, 1 billion, and for Vertica 10 billion
row implementations.
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figure_02_02

This is documented in Planning Capacity for Big Data:
on an i7-3770.

Vertica versus DB2

QUERYING SETQUERY
The SETQUERY benchmark was designed by Dr. Patrick O’Neil of the University of
Massachusetts at Boston, to measure the relative processing capabilities of a single user
accessing a 1,000,000 row database under DB2 V1.3 and Model 204, while running a
document search, direct marketing, or decision support type of application. At that time
the Transaction Processing Performance Council (http://www.tpc.org) had already
established the Debit/Credit Benchmark, successively known as TP1, TPC, and TPC‐C, as
a standard for measuring On Line Transaction Processing (OLTP). The SETQUERY
benchmark was developed along the lines established by the TPC to provide a standard
for comparing strategic value data applications.
According to Dr. O’Neil, an increasing number of executives are thinking “We have our
operational data under control, the core of our business where we keep track of our
orders. Now we want to set up a system to take advantage of the strategic value of the
data. Who are our customers and how do we segment our markets? Which of our
customers return the most profit? Can we use our knowledge of our customers’ needs
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to advise them, supply more of our products and simultaneously improve our perceived
value to them, before our competitors beat us to it?” (O’Neil, p. 209).
Timely answers to these questions can contribute substantially to a company’s profits.
Designing and implementing a computer system to answer these questions can
substantially reduce those profits, especially if massive amounts of customer data are
involved. The SETQUERY benchmark was designed to measure the CPU cost, and
ultimately the dollar cost, of implementing strategic value data applications.
A SETQUERY transaction, as the name implies, accesses a collection of records or rows,
unlike the TPC‐C benchmark which operates on individual records. In addition to
working on a set of data versus individual records, the SETQUERY benchmark also has
four important characteristics: Portability, Functional Coverage, Selectivity Coverage,
and Scalability.
Following are salient portions of the DDL for defining the SETQUERY database, which
consists of one table and thirteen indexes. This is from a DB2 for z/OS environment. In
this implementation the 100 million row SETQUERY database was divided into 40
partitions, each partition containing 2,500,000 rows. (IMS/ESA VERSUS CICS/ESA IN
A DB2 QUERY ENVIRONMENT). The CREATE STOGROUP defines a DB2 storage group and
associates it with a particular physical disk specified in the VOLUMES parameter. The
CREATE TABLESPACE references STOGROUPs when defining the partition structure,
which also identifies the DB2 bufferpool (bp0) and disk space allocation. The data range
for each partition is then assigned via the CREATE UNIQUE INDEX statement, which
references the partitions defined via the CREATE TABLESPACE statement.
-- ******************************************************************
--- DATABASE SQ100DB TABLE DAVID.SQ100
--100,000,000 ROWS
--224 BYTES PER ROW
--- ******************************************************************
-CREATE STOGROUP SQ100P01 VOLUMES (DB2D01) VCAT DSNC220;
CREATE STOGROUP SQ100P02 VOLUMES (DB2D02) VCAT DSNC220;
.
.
CREATE TABLESPACE SQ100TS
IN SQ100DB
BUFFERPOOL BP0
NUMPARTS 40
(PART 1 USING STOGROUP SQ100P01
PRIQTY 570000
SECQTY 10000
ERASE NO,
PART 2 USING STOGROUP SQ100P02
PRIQTY 570000
SECQTY 10000
ERASE NO,
.
.
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CREATE STOGROUP SQ100I12 VOLUMES (DB2I15) VCAT DSNC220;
CREATE STOGROUP SQ100I13 VOLUMES (DB2I16) VCAT DSNC220;
CREATE DATABASE SQ100DB STOGROUP SQ100P01;
.
.
CREATE TABLE DAVID.SQ100
(KSEQ
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K500K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K250K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K100K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K40K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K10K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K1K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K100
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K25
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K10
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K5
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K4
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K2
INTEGER NOT NULL,
SORTBIN
INTEGER NOT NULL,
SORTPACK
DEC(7)
NOT NULL,
SORTCHAR
CHAR(8) NOT NULL,
S4
CHAR(30) NOT NULL,
S5
CHAR(30) NOT NULL,
S6
CHAR(30) NOT NULL,
S7
CHAR(20) NOT NULL,
S8
CHAR(22) NOT NULL)
IN SQ100DB.SQ100TS;
.
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX DAVID.SQ100I01
ON DAVID.SQ100(KSEQ)
SUBPAGES 8
CLUSTER
(PART 1 VALUES(2500000)
USING STOGROUP SQ100I1A
PRIQTY 26000
SECQTY 2000
ERASE NO,
PART 2 VALUES(5000000)
.
CREATE INDEX DAVID.SQ100I02 ON DAVID.SQ100(K500K)
.
CREATE INDEX DAVID.SQ100I13 ON DAVID.SQ100(K2)
.
.

Portability refers to the fact that the queries are specified in SQL, available in most
Relational Data Base Management Systems (RDBMS) on most hardware platforms
and operating systems. This allows several different competing environments to be
measured while doing the same work.
Functional coverage refers to the validity of the queries as strategic value data
applications. As Dr. O’Neil says, “the first aim is to reflect set query activity in common
commercial use.” By polling well known successful companies, three basic types of
query processing were identified for the benchmark: document search, direct
marketing, and decision support/management reporting.
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Petroleum Information, a subsidiary of Dun and Bradstreet, provided a document search
application for oil industry analysts. This application uses a count function to determine
the number of documents in which a certain phrase is found. Successive executions of
the application reduce the answer set to a manageable number of documents, which
are then retrieved in their entirety.
R. L. Polk, a large North American direct marketing list compiler, and SAKS Fifth Avenue,
a large department store, use direct marketing applications to selectively market their
products. For example, “a customer in the Chicago area, with total purchases of more
than $1000.00 per year, and purchases in the last six months in handbags” (O’Neil, p.
216).
The advertising agency of Young and Rubicam uses a decision support application to
provide cross tab reports. “For example, if we notice that customers with large luggage
purchases often purchase new coats shortly later, we can include luggage buyers in a
mailing list for a coat sale” (O’Neil, p.217). The SQL version of a cross tab report is a
query with a GROUP BY clause, to sort the answer set into a two dimensional array.
“Selectivity coverage applies to a clause of a query, and indicates the proportion of rows
of the database to be selected” (O’Neil, p.211). This is controlled by two methods. The
first method limits the search of the database via the predicate “WHERE KSEQ BETWEEN
:LOWNUM AND :HIGHNUM”. Adding this predicate to all 71 original SETQUERY queries
provides a simple method of determining the change in processing costs for a query as
the amount of data processed increases. It is also a convenient way to evenly direct I/O
activity across the DASD (disk) farm.
The second way to implement selectivity coverage has to do with the thirteen indexes
on the SETQUERY table. The primary index, KSEQ, is unique. The fields upon which the
remaining 12 indexes are built vary in cardinality from a high of 43,309,672 unique
values for K500K to a low of 200 unique values for K200. Even a simple COUNT query
can have huge differences in processing costs, depending on the index used in the
query. For this particular study, each query processed 10,000 contiguous rows from the
100 million row database, with total DB2 CPU time per transaction ranging from less
than ten milliseconds to over five seconds.
Following are 6 of the original 71 SETQUERY queries.
-- Q101
Q01 SELECT COUNT(*) FROM DAVID.SQ2
-- Q201
Q11 SELECT COUNT(*) FROM DAVID.SQ2
-- Q301 -Q29 SELECT SUM(K1K) FROM DAVID.SQ2
-- Q501 -Q59 SELECT K2, K100, COUNT(*) FROM
-- Q601 -Q71 SELECT COUNT(*) FROM DAVID.SQ2
WHERE T1.K100 = 49 AND T1.K250K =
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WHERE K250K = 2;
WHERE K2 = 2 AND KSEQ=3;
WHERE K100K = 3;
DAVID.SQ2 GROUP BY K2, K100;
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T2.K500K AND T2.K25 = 19;
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SETQUERY has been used in conjunction with Apache/Geronimo, DB2/UDB, Vtune,
Jprofiler and LoadRunner in a Windows XP environment (Planning Capacity for
WINTEL: Loadrunner, Jprofiler and Vtune). The following Hot Spot image
from JProfiler details the elapsed times of the JDBC calls (SQL queries) against the
SETQUERY database. The most expensive query in this environment is Q71 from the
preceding list, a JOIN, with an average CPU time of 5132 milliseconds.

figure_02_03

SETQUERY has also been used standalone to measure the relative performance of
Oracle, MySQL (innodb and myisam), and DB2/UDB (Planning Capacity for
WINTEL: DB2 UDB 9.5, Oracle 11g, MySQL 5.1). The following image compares
Queries Per Minute (QPM) for the four implementations. ETR stands for External
Transaction Rate, the actual number of queries completed over time. ITR stands for
Internal Transaction Rate, a mythical number used for capacity planning which factors
cpu utilization into ETR. ITR = ETR * the inverse of CPU busy percentage. If the CPU is
100% busy during the measurement interval, then the values are equal (ITR = ETR times
the inverse of 1 which is 1). If the CPU is 50% busy during the measurement interval
then the ITR will be twice the ETR (ITR = ETR times the inverse of .5 which is 2.0( 5/10,
10/5)).
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figure_02_04

For a musical review see 71 DB2 Queries in 148 Seconds.

Summary
This chapter introduced the working databases: the VMART sample database provided
with Vertica and the SETQUERY database by Dr. Patrick O’Neil of the University of
Massachusetts at Boston. It also discussed the database DDL, some historical
partitioning mechanisms, the SQL queries, and references to other online studies.
In the next chapter we will define and load small, large, and extra large versions of
VMART and SETQUERY, examining the benefits of parallel load and the segregation of
Vertica TEMP and DATA space onto multiple physical disks.
(1) O’Neil, Patrick E. (1991). The Set Query Benchmark, in J. Gray (ed.) The
Benchmark Handbook: For Database and Transaction Processing Systems (pp.
209 – 245). San Mateo, CA: Morgan Kaufman
(2) Young, David J. (1992). IMS/ESA versus CICS/ESA in a DB2 Query Environment.
Proceedings of the 18th International Conference for the Management and
Performance Evaluation of Computer Systems (pp. 604‐611). Reno, Nevada.
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3
Loading Data into Vertica
This chapter discusses options available for improving database load performance,
detailing the control statements for Parallel Load and SQL for re‐configuring disk space.
A working C++ program for generating the random numbers needed by SETQUERY is
introduced; NMON statistics for loading the 1000X versions of VMART and SETQUERY
are discussed and correlated with Master Console Displays.

Improving Load Performance

figure_03_01

The preceding graph illustrates the boost in database load performance achieved by
combining parallel load with the segregation of Vertica TEMP and DATA space onto
separate disks. This is for loading the 100 million row VMART 100X database.
The first configuration has TEMP and DATA space on the same physical volume, and
standard Vertica COPY statements. The second configuration separates TEMP and DATA
space onto two separate physical volumes, and uses standard Vertica COPY statements.
The third configuration has DATA and TEMP on the same physical volume, and uses
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parallel load Vertica COPY statements. The last configuration has TEMP and DATA on
separate physical volumes, and uses Vertica Parallel Load.
A regular Vertica LOAD uses about one processor to read and parse the delimited input
data. The PARALLEL load option splits the reading and parsing of the delimited input
data across all the processors on the loading node, which can reduce elapsed PARSING
time (if you’ve got spare CPU cycles), and elapsed I/O time (if your I/O subsystem is up
to the task).

The Skinny on TEMP, DATA space
After creating the database, prior to defining any schema (tables), connect to the
database for reconfiguring storage as shown below. Issue a select * from
storage_locations; to examine the current setup, which in this case is one storage
location for TEMP and DATA.
The first step is to allocate a TEMP location on your machine; in this case it’s the volume
at /mnt/vertica/work, the 2TB ESATA volume on the ASUS mother ship. Then issue the
select add_location (‘/mnt/vertica/work/’ , ’’ , ‘TEMP’); statement as
shown. You can now alter the original storage_location to ‘DATA’ only by issuing the
‘select alter_location_use
(‘/mnt/vertica/data/vmart1x/v_vmart1x_node0001_data/’ ,
‘v_vmart1x_node0001’ , ‘DATA’);’ statement. You’ll receive an error if you try to

alter the existing storage_location before adding the new TEMP location.
Issue another select * from storage_locations; to view the new setup. Activity
to the new TEMP volume will show up in NMON. Small tables probably won’t register
any activity depending on how much memory is available.

figure_03_02

The following graph shows the Disk %Busy for two 1 billion row VMART database loads,
parallel load and combined TEMP/DATA space on the left (one disk), parallel load and
separated TEMP DATA space on the right (two disks). Input data is on sdc, TEMP is on
sdd, DATA is on sdb, Linux is on sda. Adding volume SDD as dedicated TEMP space helps
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improve load time, and reduces the traffic to SDB as shown following. SDD is the
external 2TB SATA drive.

figure_03_03

Management Console
Performance data is also available in the Management Console. The following displays
are from a VMART 1000X load.

figure_03_04

The overview screen for Databases and Clusters provides summary status for the
database, messages grouped according to urgency, workload analyzer performance
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recommendations, CPU and MEMORY usage for the cluster, and user query type
distribution. Many of the same metrics provided with NMON are stored in the Vertica
system tables, so if your database is up, you’ve got hardware stats. In my humble
opinion, you may not need a package like Ganglia for overall cluster performance, the
NMON detail per node coupled with Vertica’s Master Console monitoring may be
sufficient. Consider the following vmartdb activity screen.

figure_03_05

The scope of this display can be set to 1 hour, one day, or one week, and shows query
concurrency as well as hardware statistics for the cluster. At a glance you can see CPU
(green) DISK (lilac) and MEMORY (burnt sienna?) utilizations on the bottom graph, nicely
correlated with query activity on the top graph.
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figure_03_06

You can also drill down to a particular node in the cluster to examine details like log
activity, and hardware resource utilization. This data, along with the details provided by
running NMON automatically in the background should be sufficient for daily
performance monitoring of your Vertica clusters.

VMART 1000X Database Load
Generating 10 billion row test data
Open a terminal window, position yourself in the proper directory, then issue
‘./datagen1000x’ to invoke the script shown below to create the test files. The –files 10
directs the data generator to split the fact table input into 10 separate files.
[root@vert02 VMart_Schema]# cat datagen1000x
./vmart_gen
\
--files
10 \
--store_sales_fact
5000000000 \
--store_orders_fact
300000000 \
--product_dimension
60000 \
--store_dimension
5000 \
--promotion_dimension
5000 \
--vendor_dimension
5000 \
--customer_dimension
50000000 \
--employee_dimension
100000 \
--warehouse_dimension
2500 \
--shipping_dimension
2500 \
--online_page_dimension
20000 \
--online_sales_fact
5000000000 \
--inventory_fact
300000000
[root@vert02 VMart_Schema]#

Portions of the parallel load control statements part 1. All of the dimension tables plus
10% of the fact tables are loaded in part 1, notice the _001 in the fact table input files.
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[root@vert02 Desktop]# cat vmart_pload_data_1000X_partx.sql
COPY Date_Dimension with source
PloadDelimitedSource(file='/mnt/vertica/loaddata/vmartinput/1000Xnfiles/examples/V
Mart_Schema/Date_Dimension.tbl');
COPY Product_Dimension with source
PloadDelimitedSource(file='/mnt/vertica/loaddata/vmartinput/1000Xnfiles/examples/V
Mart_Schema/Product_Dimension.tbl');
.
COPY store.Store_Sales_Fact with source
PloadDelimitedSource(file='/mnt/vertica/loaddata/vmartinput/1000Xnfiles/examples/V
Mart_Schema/Store_Sales_Fact_001.tbl');
[root@vert02 Desktop]#

Portions of the parallel load control statements for part 2, which loads the remaining
90% of the fact tables, after the database designer has completed.
[root@vert02 Desktop]# cat vmart_pload_data_1000X_part2.sql
.
COPY Inventory_Fact with source
PloadDelimitedSource(file='/mnt/vertica/loaddata/vmartinput/1000Xnfiles/examples/V
Mart_Schema/Inventory_Fact_002.tbl');
.
COPY Inventory_Fact with source
PloadDelimitedSource(file='/mnt/vertica/loaddata/vmartinput/1000Xnfiles/examples/V
Mart_Schema/Inventory_Fact_010.tbl');
[root@vert02 Desktop]#

To invoke parallel load, use VSQL as shown below.

figure_03_07

All of the small dimension tables and 10% of the fact tables are parallel loaded first
(partx.sql). Then the Data Base Design process is run on the partially loaded tables,
creating projections (think materialized query data structures) based on Vertica’s
analysis of the data and sample queries. The remaining 90% of the fact tables are then
parallel loaded into the newly defined projections (part2.sql).

10 billion row Parallel Load
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figure_03_08

It took a little under eight hours to load the 10 billion row VMART database.

figure_03_09

According to the Audit screen from the Master Console, the licensed capacity of the
VMART1000X database is 869 GB, close to the 1 TB limit for the community edition. It
took 7.5 hours to load the initial 10% of the data, run the Database Designer, and load
the remaining 90% of the data. 869GB/7.5HOURS = 115 GB/HOUR, a good rule of thumb
for the maximum load rate for this database on this machine and its I/O subsystem. The
database occupies 270GB of disk space, 31% of the licensed capacity of 869GB.
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SETQUERY 1000X Database Load
Generating test data with the Eclipse/C++ CDT
Eight fields have been added to this version of SETQUERY: KPART, an integer field which
identifies the database partition, and seven K integer fields ranging in cardinality from
approximately one million (K1M) to one billion (K1B). These seven new K fields
complement the existing K fields which range in cardinality from approximately 2 (K2) to
500,000 (K500K), and pave the way for more queries beyond the original 71 used for
this study.
CREATE TABLE SQ1
( KPART
INTEGER NOT NULL,
KSEQ
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K1B
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K500M
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K100M
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K10M
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K5M
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K2M
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K1M
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K500K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K250K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K100K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K40K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K10K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K1K
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K100
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K25
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K10
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K5
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K4
INTEGER NOT NULL,
K2
INTEGER NOT NULL,
SORTBIN INTEGER NOT NULL,
SORTPACK DECIMAL (8, 0) NOT NULL,
SORTCHAR CHARACTER (8) NOT NULL,
S4
CHARACTER (30) NOT NULL,
S5
CHARACTER (30) NOT NULL,
S6
CHARACTER (30) NOT NULL,
S7
CHARACTER (20) NOT NULL,
S8
CHARACTER (22) NOT NULL)
partition by KPART;
alter table SQ1
add constraint pk primary key (KPART, KSEQ);

Double click on the eclipse executable, and create a new workspace similar to the
following:
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figure_03_18

Select File/New/C++ project from the opening Eclipse Menu. Type in a Project name
(gendb2bg), for Project Type select Hello World C++ Project, for Toolchains select Cross
GCC hit Next. Fill in the Author box, hit Next. Accept the defaults on the following panel
(Select Configurations) Debug and Release are checked, hit Next. Accept the defaults on
the following panel (Cross GCC Command) leave blank Cross Compiler Prefix and Cross
Compiler Path, hit Finish. Expand the window, click on Project/Build, then click the green
run button. You should get a ‘Hello World’ message in the console output area.

figure_03_19

Delete the code from above, and copy in the following C++ source code:
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#include <iostream>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
using namespace std;
int main() {
cout << "!!!gendb2 start!!!" << endl; // prints !!!gendb2 start!!
FILE *stream;
int kseqint = 1; // no need to initialize, the do loop does
long long krand;
long long k1b;
long long k500m;
long long k100m;
long long k10m;
long long k5m;
long long k2m;
long long k1m;
long long k500k;
long long k250k;
long long k100k;
long long k40k;
long long k10k;
long long k1k;
long long k100;
long long k25;
long long k10;
long long k5;
long long k4;
long long k2;
char sortbin[] = "12345678";
char sortpack[] = "12345678";
char sortchar[] = "12345678";
char s4[] = "123456789012345678901234567890";
char s5[] = "123456789012345678901234567890";
char s6[] = "123456789012345678901234567890";
char s7[] = "12345678901234567890";
char s8[] = "1234567890123456789012";
long long kpart = 10;

srand(10);
/* Open file in text mode: */
if( (stream = fopen( "gendb2bg.100m.p10.20130831.out", "w+t" )) != NULL )
{

for ( kseqint = 0; kseqint < 100000000; kseqint++ )
{
krand = abs (rand());
k1b
= (krand*.5000000000) + (krand*.03000000000);
k500m = (krand*.2500000000) + (krand*.01500000000);
k100m = (krand*.0500000000) + (krand*.00300000000);
k10m = (krand*.0050000000) + (krand*.00030000000);
k5m
= (krand*.0025000000) + (krand*.00015000000);
k2m
= (krand*.0010000000) + (krand*.00006000000);
k1m
= (krand*.0005000000) + (krand*.00003000000);
k500k = (krand*.0002500000) + (krand*.00001500000);
k250k = (krand*.0001250000) + (krand*.00000750000);
k100k = (krand*.0000500000) + (krand*.00000300000);
k40k = (krand*.0000200000) + (krand*.00000120000);
k10k = (krand*.0000050000) + (krand*.00000030000);
k1k
= (krand*.0000005000) + (krand*.00000003000);
k100 = (krand*.0000000500) + (krand*.00000000300);
k25
= (krand*.0000000125) + (krand*.00000000060);
k10
= (krand*.0000000050) + (krand*.00000000025);
k5
= (krand*.0000000025) + (krand*.00000000012);
k4
= (krand*.0000000020) + (krand*.00000000010);
k2
= (krand*.00000000125) + (krand*.00000000006);
/* Write record */
fprintf(stream,
"%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%
lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%lld|%s|%s|%s|%s|%s|%s|%s|%s\n",
kpart,
kseqint,
k1b,
k500m,
k100m,
k10m,
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k5m,
k2m,
k1m,
k500k,
k250k,
k100k,
k40k,
k10k,
k1k,
k100,
k25,
k10,
k5,
k4,
k2,
sortbin,
sortpack,
sortchar,
s4,
s5,
s6,
s7,
s8
);
}
/* close file */
fclose( stream );
}
else
printf( "Problem opening the file\n" );
cout << "!!!gendb2 end!!!" << endl; // prints !!!gendb2 end!!
}

The highlighted text controls the generated partition number (kpart = 10) , the
randomization seed (srand(10)) , the name of the output file
(gendb2bg.100m.p10.20130831.out), and the number of written records (for (
kseqint = 0; kseqint < 100000000; kseqint++ )) which in this case is
100,000,000. Using different seeds for the rand function helps to evenly distribute the
random values created for the K fields across partitions.
This code is also grouped together on the same screen, facilitating the repetitive data
generation function.
The file output processing has been lifted from vmart_gen.cpp, the program used to
create the VMART test data. Good signs of a good software product are good examples
for testing the installation, known as Installation Verification Programs (IVPs) in IBM
terminology. A good set of IVPs provides representative applications and data
generating routines which are usually maintained across product releases, usually
providing tested code for exercising new features. If you can get the IVPs working, you
can get your applications working.
The code used to generate the VMART test data is simple, elegant, and sophisticated,
almost as if written by Cole Porter. (It’s delightful, it’s delicious, it’s de‐vmart‐gen.)
Vmart_gen and gendb2bg are two good places to start when creating your own test
data.
Clean the project, hit the green run button, reply Yes to save the changes. Expand the
menu on the left, you may have to refresh it (F5) to see the test file just created.
A view of the C++ workspace and test data directories.
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figure_03_21
The first few records of gendb2bg.100m.p10.20130831.out.
[root@vert02 gendb2bg]# more gendb2bg.100m.p10.20130831.out
10|0|643986726|321993363|64398672|6439867|3219933|1287973|643986|321993|160996|6
4398|25759|6439|643|64|15|6|3|2|1|12345678|12345678|12345678|1234567890123456789
01234567890|123456789012345678901234567890|123456789012345678901234567890|123456
78901234567890|1234567890123456789012
10|1|695339864|347669932|69533986|6953398|3476699|1390679|695339|347669|173834|6
9533|27813|6953|695|69|17|6|3|2|1|12345678|12345678|12345678|1234567890123456789
01234567890|123456789012345678901234567890|123456789012345678901234567890|123456
78901234567890|1234567890123456789012
--More--(0%)

Scripts for parallel loading the SETQUERY database are similar to the scripts for VMART.
In this case, one of the ten partitions is loaded, then the database designer is run, then
the remaining nine partitions are loaded.

1 billion row Parallel Load
Following is the NMON System Summary showing CPU Busy and IOs/second.
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figure_03_10

Following is a different view of DISK utilization from NMON.

figure_03_11

This display shows average, weighted average, and maximum Disk %Busy per device.
Device sdc is very busy; this is the external SATA raid device containing the input data
for SETQUERY, with a weighted average of almost 100% busy.
According to the Audit screen from the Master Console, the SQ1000 database licensed
capacity is 270 GB, about 25% of the 1 TB limit for the community edition. It took 1.62
hours to load the initial 10% of the data, run the Database Designer, and load the
remaining 90% of the data. 270GB/1.62HOURS = 166 GB/HOUR, a good rule of thumb
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for the maximum load rate for this database on this machine and its I/O subsystem. The
database occupies 22.6GB of disk space, 8.37% of the licensed capacity of 270GB. This
compression ratio is almost too good to believe, keep in mind the ‘TEXT’ columns in the
SETQUERY database consist of the same value for every row, keeping compression
dictionary processing and space requirements at a minimum.

SUMMARY
This chapter discussed options available for improving database load performance,
detailing the control statements for Parallel Load and SQL for re‐configuring disk space.
A working C++ program for generating the random numbers needed by SETQUERY is
introduced; NMON statistics for loading the 1000X versions of VMART and SETQUERY
are discussed and correlated with Master Console Displays. Performance data in the
Vertica database, coupled with historical details provided by the light‐on‐resource‐usage
NMON may be sufficient for monitoring and troubleshooting performance issues.
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4
Cluster Resizing
This chapter discusses the resource requirements needed for replicating data base data
to the remaining two nodes to the cluster, in the process making it a ‘k‐safe’
environment, one that can recover in the event of a single node failure. We’ll also look
at some device diagnostics in an effort to improve disk performance.

Implementing K-Safety
K‐SAFETY is Vertica’s term for describing the recoverability of a database cluster.The
following Management Console screenshot shows the three node, ksafe=1 version of
VMART: this is the destination configuration.

figure_04_01

For a detailed discussion of K‐Safety, see the Vertica Documentation, the Concepts
Guide is a good place to start, see the K‐Safety section beginning on page 37. We’ll be
adding two nodes (vert03 and vert01) to the SETQUERY and VMART databases, in the
process upgrading K‐SAFETY to 1. From the Vertica Administrator’s Guide, page 411
“Although a 0 K‐safety (two‐node) design is supported, Hewlett Packard strongly
recommends that you create the load‐balancing network using a minimum three‐node
cluster with K‐safety set to 1. This way if one node fails, the database stays up.” The
following Management Console screenshot shows the three node, ksafe=1 version of
VMART: this is the destination configuration.
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The preceding Management Console management screen is set to KPI VIEW of Node
State. This summarizes the three nodes in the cluster, with some details like MEMORY,
CPU type and number, and a color coded health score (all green means go, a healthy
score).

VMART Cluster Resizing
To begin resizing go to Admintools, Advanced Menu, Cluster Management, Add Hosts,
select the VMART database, you’ll be prompted for which hosts to add. We’ll be adding
one host at a time, starting with the MacBook, (vert01, 10.194.239.130) then continuing
with the MacMini (vert03, 10.194.239.122). Click on the appropriate host and follow the
prompts.

figure_04_02

The following NMON graphs are for node vert01, the MacBook. The first resize
operation, adding the MacBook (15:52 – 18:55), replicates data from the Asus to the
MacBook. The second resize operation, adding the MacMini (19:11 – 23:25), replicates
data from the MacBook to the MacMini. In both resize operations, we’re up against the
performance wall of the USB drive.
As we can see in the following, there is plenty of CPU available.
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figure_04_03

The network doesn’t look all that busy.

figure_04_04

Disk activity parallels the network activity
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figure_04_05

And we’re stuck at 100% device utilization for the USB drive housing the VMART
database, as shown in the following graph. From the two graphs we can see write
activity tops out at about 28MB/second, while read activity tops out at about
20MB/second.

figure_04_06

When the rebalance finishes, you can get some quick facts by displaying network
interface statistics (ifconfig) which shows received bytes (RX bytes) = 283.1 Gib
(gigabytes). This is pretty close to the size of the VMART database on disk.
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figure_04_07

As shown by the file system usage (df –mh) of 279G.

figure_04_08

SETQUERY Cluster Resizing
SETQUERY resizing performance is about the same as VMART: throughput is limited by
the USB drive. The same procedure was followed, add the MacBook, add the MacMini
to get to a Ksafe=1 setup.Following is a snippet from the designer.log file.
2013-08-25 13:47:03 [Designer.sendCommand] Status: 0. Result:
['NOTICE 4077: No data rebalancing required for segmented
projections']
2013-08-25 13:47:03 Re-balance script is located in
/home/dbadmin/setquery/measurements/extend_catalog_rebalance.sql
2013-08-25 13:47:03 [Designer.fPrint] Output:
Re-balance script is located in
/home/dbadmin/setquery/measurements/extend_catalog_rebalance.sql

The log indicates no data balancing is required for segmented projections. Each node in
the cluster will contain all the (1) projections for the SETQUERY database. The log also
indicates the location of the re‐balance script rebalance.sql, a portion is shown
following. After the projection is created, the database schema public.SQ1 is refreshed,
and the cluster is marked ksafe(1).
CREATE PROJECTION SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq1000db_node0003
/*+basename(SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq1000db),createtype(D)*/
(
KPART ENCODING RLE,
KSEQ ENCODING DELTARANGE_COMP,
K1B ENCODING DELTAVAL,
.
.
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S8 ENCODING RLE
)
AS
SELECT SQ1.KPART,
SQ1.KSEQ,
SQ1.K1B,
.
.
SQ1.S8
FROM public.SQ1
ORDER BY SQ1.K100,
.
.
SQ1.K25,
SQ1.S8,
SQ1.KSEQ
UNSEGMENTED NODE v_sq1000db_node0003;

select refresh('public.SQ1');
select mark_design_ksafe(1);

DISK utilization during the resizing. which consists mainly of SCP file copies from one
node to the other, is at 100% for device sdc, mount point /mnt/vertica/data/. Resizing
performance is again limited by the throughput of the USB drive.

BALANCE THOSE NODES DURING LOAD
In the preceding example, although the cluster is now set to ksafe=1, queries are
normally executed on the biggest machine in the cluster, no matter what node the
query is entered on. Another route to ksafe=1 is to initially define the database on all
the nodes in the cluster and evenly distribute the data amongst the three nodes during
database load via a hash function. This will put all three nodes in action when
processing SQL queries, each node working on their portion of the data in parallel with
the other nodes.
The SEGMENTED projection created by the three‐node version of SETQUERY is very
similar to the UNSEGMENTED one shown preceding, with the following difference:
SEGMENTED BY MODULARHASH (KPART, KSEQ) ALL NODES OFFSET 0;

The MODULARHASH function is applied to the primary key (KPART, KSEQ) and data is
shipped off to the appropriate node. The following table compares total elapsed times
to load and distribute the 1000X versions of SETQUERY and VMART. Unsegmented
consists of defining and loading the database on one node, then distributing copies to
individual nodes one at a time to get to ksafe=1. Segmented consists of defining the
database on all three nodes as ksafe=1: the load process evenly distributes large table
data across all three nodes via the hash function.
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figure_04_08a

Total elapsed time for SEQTQUERY is 131 minutes unsegmented versus 103 minutes
segmented, a reduction of 28 minutes or 21.37%. Total elapsed time for VMART is 886
minutes for unsegmented, versus 1297 minutes for segmented, and increase of 411
minutes or 46.38%. The following Management Console image shows activity for the
segmented VM1000X database load.

figure_04_09

The Management Console performance data is complemented by the NMON detail, the
image following shows network activity for node vert02. Notice the regularly spaced
intervals of little to no network activity, as all three nodes finish loading their portion of
the database data.
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figure_04_10

Following is disk utilization for the Macbook, the smallest node in terms of CPU speed,
number of CPUs, number and speed of disks, and memory. As each parallel load
progressed, the ASUS would finish it’s portion first, followed by the MacMini, followed
by the MacBook. As shown in the image following from the MacBook, we’re up against
the performance of the USB drive sdc, and the smaller memory size. Less memory
means more work space which spills to disk, adding activity to a very busy disk.

figure_04_11

There is no appreciable difference in SETQUERY query elapsed times, unsegmented
versus segmented, due to the relatively small amount of SETQUERY data(20 gigabytes
on disk). There is a substantial elapsed time improvement for the largest query in the
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segmented version of VMART however (279 gigabytes on disk), with elapsed time for Q4
reduced from 170 seconds to 120 seconds.

COME ON BABY LIGHT MY FIREWIRE
The Hitachi G‐DRIVES used in these tests have 1 USB, 1 E‐SATA, and 2 FIREWIRE 800
ports. According to the product documentation, the FIREWIRE performance is about
75MB/second, and the E‐SATA performance is about 115MB/second. Both of these
values are well over the 20‐25MB/second we are experiencing with the USB connection.
Both Macs also have FIREWIRE 800 ports, but the devices fail to come up when using
the FIREWIRE cable and ports. To see the type of FIREWIRE hardware, issue an lspci
command without any operands. Here’s the first page of the man output for lspci:

figure_04_12

And the lspci display from the MacBook:
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figure_04_13

The last line identifies the FIREWIRE manufacturer and device; in this case it’s built by
LSI Corporation model FW643. It would be nice to get the FIREWIRE support to see if
performance improves over USB. Try plugging in the cable and see if the device is
recognized. If the device is not recognized, a visit to the LSI website for product
documentation and a Linux driver would be one of the first places to check. This is the
same process used to get a working Linux driver for the Broadcom NetXtreme
BCM57766 Gigabit Ethernet PCIe card, documented in the final chapter.

Summary
This chapter discussed the resource requirements needed for replicating data base data
to the remaining two nodes to the cluster, in the process making it a ‘k‐safe’
environment, one that can recover in the event of a single node failure. Resource
requirements and elapsed times for loading segmented and unsegmented databases are
substantial. Commands ifconfig and df –mh were used to get a ballpark idea of the
amount of data transferred over the network and the disk space used by the databases.
We also looked at some device diagnostics via lspci in an effort to determine the work
involved in improving disk performance.
In the next chapter we’ll examine the projections used by Vertica to hold the database
information, gather query elapsed times, explore Vertica System Tables and use the
EXPLAIN facility to investigate query performance.
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5
Projections, Database Designer
This chapter examines query times for 1X, 100X, and 1000X implementations of the
VMART and SETQUERY databases. Included are detailed discussions of the database
statistics (ANALYZE_HISTOGRAM), projection encoding, using EXPLAIN, pertinent Vertica
system tables, and dealing with rogue projections. A link to an external study comparing
DB2 Advanced Enterprise Server with Vertica is also provided.

1X, 100X, 1000X Query Elapsed Times

figure_05_01

The preceding graph summarizes total elapsed time for query execution for the VMART
(9 queries) and SETQUERY (71 queries) databases.
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SETQUERY
Three different sizes of the SETQUERY database were examined: 1 million rows, 100
million rows, and 1 billion rows. Each implementation consists of 10 partitions. The
following is for the 100 million row version.

Partition Disk Space

figure_05_02

Database Designer Optimization Results
The following table lists query elapsed times in milliseconds, Q is query number. The
elapsed times are color coded, depending upon the results of query optimization during
the database design process. Pink (nonopt) indicates the query is NON‐OPTIMIZABLE,
yellow (unopt) indicates the query is UNOPTIMZED, orange (nonoptor) indicates the
query is NON‐OPTIMIZABLE due to an OR in the top level predicate, and green
(nonoptgb) indicates the query is NON‐OPTIMIZABLE due to a group by clause, and blue
indicates the query has been optimized.
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figure_05_03

Column Statistics – Analyze Histogram
The Vertica optimizer uses statistics gathered by the ANALYZE_HISTOGRAM function to
plan the optimal path to query results. You can gather the stats yourself and then export
them to an XML file. ANALYZE_HISTOGRAM with no parameters will scan 10% of the
rows in the database, up to a maximum of 128,000 rows. Even if you specify 100% for
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the scan amount, 128,000 rows is the maximum analyzed (Administrator’s Guide, p
660). According to the timing output it took a little over a minute to gather column
statistics for 128,000 rows.
The XML file looks like the following:

figure_05_04

Looking at the distribution for the KSEQ column, Vertica has computed there are
93,689,785 distinct values, with a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of
99,999,999. KSEQ is unique within a partition, so for this implementation the values for
KSEQ are 0 – 99,999,999 in sequential order, slightly more than the distinct value
calculated by Vertica.
The following table shows the data distributions for all the key fields in SETQUERY for all
three database sizes. As the database gets bigger, the distribution gets better, meaning
more evenly distributed. The MAX and MIN don’t change, just the intervening values.
Recall that the data generation routine uses a different seed for each partition.
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figure_05_05

Encoding, Compression Options
Vertica also uses these statistics when selecting encoding options for the projections.
Following is the definition for the single projection produced by the database designer
for the 1 million row version of SETQUERY.
CREATE PROJECTION public.SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq1mdbd /*+createtype(D)*/
(
KPART ENCODING RLE,
KSEQ ENCODING COMMONDELTA_COMP,
K1B ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K500M ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K100M ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K10M ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K5M ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K2M ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K1M ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K500K ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K250K ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K100K ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K40K ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K10K ENCODING DELTAVAL,
K1K ENCODING BLOCKDICT_COMP,
K100 ENCODING BLOCKDICT_COMP,
K25 ENCODING RLE,
K10 ENCODING RLE,
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K5 ENCODING RLE,
K4 ENCODING RLE,
K2 ENCODING RLE,
SORTBIN ENCODING RLE,
SORTPACK ENCODING RLE,
SORTCHAR ENCODING RLE,
S4 ENCODING RLE,
S5 ENCODING RLE,
S6 ENCODING RLE,
S7 ENCODING RLE,
S8 ENCODING RLE
)

The first part of the projection definition shown preceding specifies the encoding used
by Vertica for each field (column) in the database. Encoding types are discussed in
detail in the SQL Reference Manual, starting on page 747. Four encoding types are
defined for the 1 million row version of SETQUERY.
COMMON_DELTA_COMP is specified for KSEQ, “...ideal for sorted FLOAT and INTEGER
based data columns with predictable sequences and only the occasional sequence
breaks, such as timestamps recorded at periodic intervals or primary keys.”
DELTAVAL, specified for many of the columns, is good for “many‐valued, unsorted
integer or integer based columns.
BLOCK_DICT_COMP, specified for K1K and K100, uses a dictionary, is CPU intensive, but
can save space if the data is skewed.
RLE (Run Length Encoding) “is best used for low cardinality columns that are present in
the ORDER BY clause of a projection. “
AS
SELECT KPART,
KSEQ,
K1B,
K500M,
K100M,
K10M,
K5M,
K2M,
K1M,
K500K,
K250K,
K100K,
K40K,
K10K,
K1K,
K100,
K25,
K10,
K5,
K4,
K2,
SORTBIN,
SORTPACK,
SORTCHAR,
S4,
S5,
S6,
S7,
S8
FROM public.SQ1

The next part of the projection definition shown preceding simply selects all the fields
(columns) from the database (public.SQ1), to include in the projection.
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ORDER BY K5,
K2,
K25,
K4,
K10,
SORTBIN,
SORTPACK,
SORTCHAR,
S4,
S5,
S6,
S7,
S8,
KPART,
KSEQ
UNSEGMENTED ALL NODES;

The next part of the projection definition shown preceding contains an ORDER by
specifying the optimal arrangement of the data based on the provided sample queries
and data distribution.
The SQ100 db projection definition is slightly different in the ENCODING and ORDER BY
sections. New encoding‐types used are:
DELTARANGE_COMP was chosen to replace DELTAVAL and COMON_DELTA_COMP for
many columns. According to the documentation this encoding scheme is good for FLOAT
columns, but has a high cost for compression and de‐compression.
BLOCK_DICT_COMP is no longer used, and KSEQ encoding has gone from
COMON_DELTA_COMP to DELTARANGE_COMP.
The order of the ORDER BY has also changed.
ORDER BY K1K,
K25,
K5,
K4,
K2,
KPART,
SORTBIN,
SORTPACK,
SORTCHAR,
S4,
S5,
S6,
S7,
S8,
KSEQ
UNSEGMENTED ALL NODES;

Back to the original encodings (almost) for the SQ1000db projection definition. And yet
a third version of the ORDER BY.
ORDER BY K100,
K25,
K10,
K5,
K4,
K2,
KPART,
SORTBIN,
SORTPACK,
SORTCHAR,
S4,
S5,
S6,
S7,
S8,
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KSEQ
UNSEGMENTED ALL NODES;

Explain
The EXPLAIN facility provides the typical information concerning a query’s access plan,
providing TEXT and GRAPHICAL capabilities with the help of GVEdit for Graphviz.
Following is the TEXT output for SEQTUERY #3 for database SQ100DB.
-----------------------------QUERY PLAN DESCRIPTION:
-----------------------------explain select count(*) from sq1 where k10k = 2;
Access Path:
+-GROUPBY NOTHING [Cost: 219K, Rows: 1] (PATH ID: 1)
| Aggregates: count(*)
| +---> STORAGE ACCESS for sq1 [Cost: 219K, Rows: 503K] (PATH ID:
2)
| |
Projection: public.SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq100mdbd_node0001
| |
Filter: (sq1.K10K = 2)

Vertica has computed a cost of 219K for processing the estimated 503K rows from
projection SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq100mdbd_node0001. This topic is covered in detail in
many places in the Vertica Documentation, About Explain Output in the Administrator’s
guide is a good place to start, page 690.

Database Designer Optimize Query Performance
The preceding design used the balanced approach, try to achieve a happy medium for
storage footprint and query speed. The one projection used by the SQ1000DB occupies
approximately 22.5GB of disk space. We’ve got oceans of space, let’s redo the database
design optimizing for query performance. This results in 6 extra projections for a total
of 7, occupying 50GB of disk space which is over twice the original allotment.
From the New Features and Changes in HP Vertica 6.1.x manual, page 7: “As part of
comprehensive design deployment, the Database Designer now refreshes projections in
parallel, rather than in serial mode.” This is emphasized by the NMON long term CPU
display below, taken while building the 6 new projections during the DBD2 process.
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figure_05_06

The following table details query response times for the initial database design, the
second database design for query performance, and the second database design minus
the dropped projection DBD_5.
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figure_05_07

All 71 queries are run twice. The column on the left in each colored pair is the first or
cold run, the column on the right is the second or warm run. The best totals are
obtained in the dbd2dr configuration.
The database designer log shows the queries which are already optimized, along with
new optimizations based on the new projections. Notice that Q4 has gone back to being
optimized.
2013-08-31 21:16:26 [Designer.fPrint] Output:
optimization results...

Query

2013-08-31 21:16:26 Query 1 optimization ratio or status is CANNOT
BE OPTIMIZED DUE TO QUERY TYPE
Query 2 optimization ratio or status is CANNOT BE
OPTIMIZED DUE TO QUERY TYPE
Query 3 optimization ratio or status is CANNOT BE
OPTIMIZED DUE TO QUERY TYPE
Query 4 optimization ratio or status is 1
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Following is the explain output for Q4.
-----------------------------QUERY PLAN DESCRIPTION:
-----------------------------explain select count(*) from sq1 where k1k=2;
Access Path:
+-GROUPBY NOTHING [Cost: 178, Rows: 1] (PATH ID: 1)
| Aggregates: count(*)
| +---> STORAGE ACCESS for sq1 [Cost: 177, Rows: 5M (1 RLE)]
(PATH ID: 2)
| |
Projection: public.SQ1_DBD_2_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001
| |
Filter: (sq1.K1K = 2)

The EXPLAIN output shows projection SQ1__DBD_2_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001 is used
to answer the query. Following is from the design.sql file.
CREATE PROJECTION public.SQ1_DBD_2_rep_sq1000dbd2 /*+createtype(D)*/
(
KPART ENCODING RLE,
K500K ENCODING AUTO,
K250K ENCODING AUTO,
K1K ENCODING RLE,
K25 ENCODING RLE,
K5 ENCODING RLE,
K4 ENCODING RLE,
K2 ENCODING RLE
)
AS
SELECT KPART,
K500K,
K250K,
K1K,
K25,
K5,
K4,
K2
FROM public.SQ1
ORDER BY K1K,
K2,
K25,
K5,
K4,
KPART,
K500K,
K250K
UNSEGMENTED ALL NODES;

ENCODING AUTO is used for columns K500K and K250K. Notice that only a subset of
data is used to construct this projection.

Projection Disk Space
To determine the space occupied by this projection issue the following:
sq1000db=> select projection_name, row_count, used_bytes from
projection_storage;
projection_name
| row_count | used_bytes
-----------------------------------+------------+------------SQ1_DBD_2_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001 | 1000000000 | 2008329771
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SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001
SQ1_DBD_6_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001
SQ1_DBD_3_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001
SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq1000mdbd_node0001
SQ1_DBD_4_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001
SQ1_DBD_5_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001
(7 rows)

|
|
|
|
|
|

1000000000
1000000000
1000000000
1000000000
1000000000
1000000000

| 23935709099
|
6203278
|
6182323
| 24029753749
|
6192714
| 2985021479

sq1000db=>

SQ1_DBD_2_rep used by the newly optimized Q4 occupies almost 2GB of disk space. As
shown in the preceding table for both database designs, some query times improved,
some query times got worse, one (Q39) got a lot worse, with total elapsed time for all
71 queries increasing from 43 seconds to almost 84 seconds. Q4 elapsed time
improved, from 392 to 96 milliseconds.
The original design used one projection, the odds of a query finding the data it needs in
memory are better than the second design, with seven projections and over twice the
amount of disk space.
Following is the EXPLAIN output for Q38 and Q39 for dbd2.
-----------------------------Q38 QUERY PLAN DESCRIPTION:
-----------------------------explain SELECT SUM(K1K) FROM sq1
WHERE KSEQ BETWEEN 400000 AND 410000
OR
KSEQ BETWEEN 420000 AND 430000
OR
KSEQ BETWEEN 440000 AND 450000
OR
KSEQ BETWEEN 460000 AND 470000
OR
KSEQ BETWEEN 480000 AND 500000
AND K10K = 3;
Access Path:
+-GROUPBY NOTHING [Cost: 8M, Rows: 1] (PATH ID: 1)
| Aggregates: sum(sq1.K1K)
| +---> STORAGE ACCESS for sq1 [Cost: 8M, Rows: 67M] (PATH ID: 2)
| |
Projection: public.SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq1000mdbd_node0001
| |
Materialize: sq1.KSEQ, sq1.K10K, sq1.K1K
-----------------------------Q39 QUERY PLAN DESCRIPTION:
-----------------------------explain SELECT SUM(K1K) FROM sq1
WHERE KSEQ BETWEEN 400000 AND 410000
OR
KSEQ BETWEEN 420000 AND 430000
OR
KSEQ BETWEEN 440000 AND 450000
OR
KSEQ BETWEEN 460000 AND 470000
OR
KSEQ BETWEEN 480000 AND 500000
AND K1K = 3;
Access Path:
+-GROUPBY NOTHING [Cost: 3M, Rows: 1] (PATH ID: 1)
| Aggregates: sum(sq1.K1K)
| +---> STORAGE ACCESS for sq1 [Cost: 3M, Rows: 67M] (PATH ID: 2)
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| |
| |

Projection: public.SQ1_DBD_5_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001
Materialize: sq1.KSEQ, sq1.K1K

Q38 is very similar to Q39, and is still using the original projection
SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq1000mdbd, with an estimated cost of 8M and cold query response
time of 8.2 seconds. Cold query response means the machine was restarted, the
database was restarted, and then the query was issued. Q39 is using a new projection,
SQ1_DBD_5_rep_sq1000dbd2, with an estimated cost of 3M and cold query response
time of almost 24 seconds. The new projection is shown below.
CREATE PROJECTION public.SQ1_DBD_5_rep_sq1000dbd2 /*+createtype(D)*/
(
KPART ENCODING COMMONDELTA_COMP,
KSEQ ENCODING DELTARANGE_COMP,
K500K ENCODING DELTARANGE_COMP,
K1K ENCODING RLE,
K100 ENCODING RLE,
K25 ENCODING RLE,
K5 ENCODING RLE,
K4 ENCODING RLE
)
AS
SELECT KPART,
KSEQ,
K500K,
K1K,
K100,
K25,
K5,
K4
FROM public.SQ1
ORDER BY K25,
K4,
K1K,
K100,
K5,
KPART,
KSEQ
UNSEGMENTED ALL NODES;

Projection SQ1_DBD_5_rep_sq1000dbd2 is now dropped.
sq1000db=> drop projection SQ1_DBD_5_rep_sq1000dbd2_node0001;
DROP PROJECTION

The queries are then run, resulting in the best total response times, with Q39 reverting
back to using the original projection SQ1_DBD_1_rep_sq1000mdbd_node0001.

VMART
Following are the space allocations for the projections produced by the database
designer for the 1 billion row (large) version of VMART.

Projection Disk Space
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figure_05_08

Elapsed Query Times
The following table shows query elapsed times for non‐segmented small (vm1 ‐ 10
million row), large (vm100 ‐ 1 billion row) and extra‐large (vm1000 ‐ 10 billion row)
implementations of VMART, plus an extra large segmented implementation. The value
of using all three nodes to process large amounts of data show up in the reduction of
elapsed time for Q4, from 177 seconds to 120 seconds.

figure_05_09

Explain
Q4 takes the longest by far, following is the EXPLAIN output for Q4 for VM1.
explain SELECT DISTINCT s.product_key, p.product_description
FROM store.store_sales_fact s, public.product_dimension p
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WHERE s.product_key = p.product_key
AND s.product_version = p.product_version
AND s.store_key IN (
SELECT store_key
FROM store.store_dimension
WHERE store_state = 'MA')
ORDER BY s.product_key;
Access Path:
+-GROUPBY HASH (SORT OUTPUT) (LOCAL RESEGMENT GROUPS) [Cost: 59K,
Rows: 2M] (PATH ID: 2)
| Group By: s.product_key, p.product_description
| +---> JOIN HASH [Semi] [Cost: 22K, Rows: 2M (10K RLE)] (PATH
ID: 3)
| |
Join Cond: (s.store_key = VAL(3))
| |
Materialize at Input: s.store_key
| |
Materialize at Output: s.product_key
| | +-- Outer -> JOIN HASH [Cost: 2K, Rows: 5M (20K RLE)] (PATH
ID: 4)
| | |
Join Cond: (s.product_key = p.product_key) AND
(s.product_version = p.product_version)
| | | +-- Outer -> STORAGE ACCESS for s [Cost: 320, Rows: 5M (20K
RLE)] (PATH ID: 5)
| | | |
Projection:
store.store_sales_fact_DBD_12_rep_vmart1db_node0001
| | | |
Materialize: s.product_key, s.product_version
| | | |
Runtime Filters: (SIP2(HashJoin): s.product_key),
(SIP3(HashJoin): s.product_version), (SIP4(HashJoin):
s.product_key, s.product_version), (SIP1(HashJoin
): s.store_key)
| | | +-- Inner -> STORAGE ACCESS for p [Cost: 1K, Rows: 60K]
(PATH ID: 6)
| | | |
Projection:
public.product_dimension_DBD_2_rep_vmart1db_node0001
| | | |
Materialize: p.product_key, p.product_version,
p.product_description
| | +-- Inner -> SELECT [Cost: 21, Rows: 16] (PUSHED GROUPING)
(PATH ID: 7)
| | | +---> STORAGE ACCESS for store_dimension [Cost: 21, Rows:
16] (PATH ID: 8)
| | | |
Projection:
store.store_dimension_DBD_11_rep_vmart1db_node0001
| | | |
Materialize: store_dimension.store_key
| | | |
Filter: (store_dimension.store_state = 'MA')

The optimizer estimates this query will cost 59K to GROUP BY process approximately 2
million rows. For VM100, the cost rises to 15M to process 250 million rows, and for
VM1000, the cost rises to 76M to process 1 billion rows.
If Q4’s elapsed times seem a bit high, consider that the same query implemented on the
same hardware with DB2 V10 Advanced Enterprise Server for VM100 took 671 seconds
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under Linux and 755 seconds under Windows. That’s almost 50 times Vertica’s response
of 14.119 seconds. http://davidjyoung.com/cmg/billndaves.pdf

Summary
This chapter examined query times for 1X, 100X, and 1000X implementations of the
VMART and SETQUERY databases. Included are detailed discussions of the database
column statistics (ANALYZE_HISTOGRAM), projection encoding, using EXPLAIN,
pertinent Vertica system tables, and dealing with rogue projections. A link to an
external document comparing DB2 with Vertica is also provided.
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6
Backup, Remove, Restore
Almost finished, time for some backup and recovery procedures, and some tips for
recovering disk space from deleted rows. In this chapter we will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Setup the configuration file for backup/restore
Backup all three sq1000db nodes to node1 (ASUS, vert02)
Delve into the Ancient History Mark and Epochs
Remove data via SQL delete
Remove data via delete_partition
Restore the database

Setup the configuration file
Execute the vbr.py backup/recovery script specifying –setupconfig, as shown following.
[db2admin@vert02 ~]$ vbr.py --setupconfig
Snapshot name (backup_snapshot): sq1000db
Backup vertica configurations? (n) [y/n]: y
Number of restore points (1): 2
Specify objects (no default):
Choose from these databases: vm1000db,sq1000db (vm1000db): sq1000db
Vertica user name (db2admin): db2admin
Save password to avoid runtime prompt? (n) [y/n]: y
Password to save in vbr config file (no default):
Node v_sq1000db_node0001
Backup host name (no default): 10.194.239.129
Backup directory (no default): /mnt/vertica/work
Node v_sq1000db_node0002
Backup host name (no default): 10.194.239.129
Backup directory (no default): /mnt/vertica/work
Node v_sq1000db_node0003
Backup host name (no default): 10.194.239.129
Backup directory (no default): /mnt/vertica/work
Config file name (sq1000db.ini): sq1000db.ini
Change advanced settings? (n) [y/n]: y
Temp directory (/tmp/vbr): /home/db2admin
Number of times to retry (2): 2
Seconds between retry attempts (1): 5
Encrypt data during transmission? (n) [y/n]: n
Use checksum for data integrity (not file data and size)? (n) [y/n]:
n

Port number for rsync daemon (50000):
Transfer bandwidth limit in KBps or 0 for unlimited (0): 50000
Saved vbr configuration to sq1000db.ini.

In the example preceding, the snapshot_name is sq1000db, the vertica configuration is
backed up, 2 restore points will be maintained, and since nothing is specified for
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objects, all objects in the database are backed up. The vertica user name and password
are supplied and stored in the sq1000db.ini configuration file.
The Backup host name and Backup directory are the same for all three nodes in the
cluster; 10.194.239.129 which identifies vert02, the ASUS machine, and
/mnt/vertica/work which is the 2TB esata drive used for Vertica TEMP space.
WARNING! Do not attempt to use the same directory for Vertica TEMP space and
anything else simultaneously, like we just did for the backups. If the directory used
for TEMP space is not empty at database startup, and this is the only TEMP space
defined for the database, the database won’t start. A better configuration would be
/mnt/vertica/work/temp for TEMP space and /mnt/vertica/work/backups for
BACKUPS.
Advanced settings include changing the name of the tmp directory to /home/db2admin,
setting the number of retries to 2, setting the number of seconds between retries to 5,
don’t encrypt data during transmission, don’t use checksum processing, accept default
port of 50000, change maximum transfer bandwidth to 50000kb. As we’ll see following
the maximum transfer bandwidth is never reached due to disk limitations.
Following is the contents of the sq1000db.ini file.
[Misc]
snapshotName = sq1000db
verticaConfig = True
restorePointLimit = 2
tempDir = /home/db2admin
retryCount = 2
retryDelay = 5
[Database]
dbName = sq1000db
dbUser = db2admin
dbPassword = password
[Transmission]
encrypt = False
checksum = False
port_rsync = 50000
bwlimit = 50000
[Mapping0]
dbNode = v_sq1000db_node0001
backupHost = 10.194.239.129
backupDir = /mnt/vertica/work
[Mapping1]
dbNode = v_sq1000db_node0002
backupHost = 10.194.239.129
backupDir = /mnt/vertica/work
[Mapping2]
dbNode = v_sq1000db_node0003
backupHost = 10.194.239.129
backupDir = /mnt/vertica/work

Backup all three nodes to node1
To begin the backup, issue the vbr.py script as shown, specifying the newly created
sq1000db.ini configuration file.
[db2admin@vert02 ~]$ vbr.py --task backup --config-file sq1000db.ini
Preparing...
Found Database port: 5433
Copying...
[==================================================] 100%
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All child processes terminated successfully.
Committing changes on all backup sites...
backup done!
[db2admin@vert02 ~]$

Activity for the backup from the Management Console is shown following. The backup
ran from 20:30 till 20:45. More detail can be displayed by hovering your mouse over a
particular spot, as shown.

figure_06_01

Several text files are placed in the directory specified (/home/db2admin) containing
statistics concerning the backup.
Sq1000db.info identifies the nodes, ip addresses, catalog names, and archive name:
sq1000db
name:v_sq1000db_node0001 address:10.194.239.129
path:/verticacat/sq1000db/v_sq1000db_node0001_catalog
name:v_sq1000db_node0002 address:10.194.239.130
path:/verticacat/sq1000db/v_sq1000db_node0002_catalog
name:v_sq1000db_node0003 address:10.194.239.122
path:/verticacat/sq1000db/v_sq1000db_node0003_catalog
archive:_archive20130918_202942

File vbr_rsyncd.log contains file names, timestamps and summary statistics for the two
remote nodes.
2013/09/18 20:29:49 [9104] rsyncd version 3.0.7 starting, listening on
port 50000
2013/09/18 20:29:49 [9244] connect from vert03 (10.194.239.122)
2013/09/18 20:29:49 [9273] connect from vert01 (10.194.239.130)
2013/09/18 20:29:49 [9244] rsync to
vbr/mnt/vertica/work/v_sq1000db_node0003/sq1000db~new~/ from vert03
(10.194.239.122)
2013/09/18 20:29:49 [9244] receiving file list
2013/09/18 20:29:49 [9244] ./
2013/09/18 20:29:49 [9244] mnt/
2013/09/18 20:29:49 [9244] mnt/vertica/
.
.
2013/09/18 20:43:23 [9277] sent 49911 bytes received 17581641612 bytes
total size 17579303477
2013/09/18 20:44:03 [9281] sent 49911 bytes received 17581083035 bytes
total size 17578744747

File vbr_v_sq1000db_node0001_client.log contains similar data for the local node upon
which the backup is occurring, vert02. File sq1000db.txt contains snapshot details
including the nodes involved and the Ancient History Mark Epoch.
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:SnapshotInfo
isObject:false
name:sq1000db
nodeName:v_sq1000db_node0001
time:432876587505904
backupEpoch:760
mementos:
.
.
ahmEpoch:760
nodesInvolved:
{
:string
_:v_sq1000db_node0001
.
:string
_:v_sq1000db_node0002
.
:string
_:v_sq1000db_node0003
.

Delving into the Ancient History Mark and Epochs
From the Vertica Administrator’s Guide, ” An epoch represents committed changes to
the data stored in a database between two specific points in time. When starting the
database, HP Vertica searches for last (most recent) good epoch.” A Vertica epoch is
similar to a checkpoint or commit point in other RDBMS’s like DB2 and MySQL: it is a
recoverable snapshot in time of the database. “Ancient History Mark (AHM) is an
epoch that represents the time until which history is retained. History older than the
AHM are eligible for purge.”

Remove data via SQL delete
Consider the following sequence of events. The AHM_EPOCH value of 760 is retrieved
sq1000db=> select GET_AHM_EPOCH();
GET_AHM_EPOCH
--------------760
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 128.175 ms. All rows formatted: 128.195 ms

Everything is deleted from table sq1, elapsed time to mark one billion rows for deletion
is almost 78 seconds.
sq1000db=> delete from sq1;
OUTPUT
-----------1000000000
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 77932.524 ms. All rows formatted: 77932.545 ms

A select statement is issued to return the number of rows in sq1. The one billion rows
deleted by the prior statement are still physically present on disk, and it takes over 17
seconds to scan through the one billion rows to find out they are all deleted.
sq1000db=> select count(*) from sq1;
count
------0
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 17075.667 ms. All rows formatted: 17075.688 ms
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The following MAKE_AHM_NOW statement moves the AHM from epoch 760 to epoch
762, in the process physically deleting the already logically deleted one billion rows.
sq1000db=> select MAKE_AHM_NOW();
MAKE_AHM_NOW
-----------------------------AHM set (New AHM Epoch: 762)
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 9778.196 ms. All rows formatted: 9778.221 ms

The same select count from earlier which took over 17 seconds to scan through one
billion deleted rows now takes 24 milliseconds to return the value of 0 rows. No deleted
rows to scan means less time and resources to answer the query.
sq1000db=> select count(*) from sq1;
count
------0
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 24.440 ms. All rows formatted: 24.461 ms
sq1000db=>

Remove Data via delete_partition
Deleting table data via delete_partition is the quickest way to logically and physically
remove data from a Vertica database. Consider the following. A series of 10 SQL
statements are issued to delete all rows from SQ1.
sq1000db=> delete from sq1 where kpart =1;
OUTPUT
----------100000000
(1 row)
.
.
sq1000db=> delete from sq1 where kpart =10;
OUTPUT
----------100000000
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 8970.105 ms. All rows formatted: 8970.129 ms

Issuing a SELECT to count total rows scans the deleted rows, as shown by the elapsed
time of over 16 seconds.
sq1000db=> select count(*) from sq1;
count
------0
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 16054.768 ms. All rows formatted: 16054.793 ms

Next, 10 drop_partitions are issued to drop all 10 partitions in sq1. Dropping a partition
immediately frees up the disk space associated with the dropped partition.
sq1000db=> select drop_partition('sq1', 1);
drop_partition
------------------Partition dropped
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 10042.885 ms. All rows formatted: 10042.911 ms
.
.
sq1000db=> select drop_partition('sq1', 10);
drop_partition
------------------Partition dropped
(1 row)
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Time: First fetch (1 row): 2735.612 ms. All rows formatted: 2735.633 ms

No deleted rows to scan through on the way to answering a query, and no need to mess
with the AHM.
sq1000db=> select count(*) from sq1;
count
------0
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 24.612 ms. All rows formatted: 24.642 ms
sq1000db=>

Restore the database
The number of restore points in sq1000db.ini is increased from 2 to 5. Consider the
following sequence of steps.
1) Backup the database at epoch 760, delete 200,000,000 rows, MAKE_AHM_NOW
results in epoch 762.
sq1000db=> delete from sq1 where kpart=1;
OUTPUT
----------100000000
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 9290.125 ms. All rows formatted: 9290.155 ms
sq1000db=> delete from sq1 where kpart=2;
OUTPUT
----------100000000
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 9159.413 ms. All rows formatted: 9159.439 ms
sq1000db=> select MAKE_AHM_NOW();
MAKE_AHM_NOW
-----------------------------AHM set (New AHM Epoch: 762)
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 10523.408 ms. All rows formatted: 10523.470 ms

2) Backup the database at epoch 762, delete 200,000,000 rows, MAKE_AHM_NOW
results in epoch 764.
sq1000db=> delete from sq1 where kpart=3;
OUTPUT
----------100000000
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 9049.871 ms. All rows formatted: 9049.898 ms
sq1000db=> delete from sq1 where kpart=4;
OUTPUT
----------100000000
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 8993.903 ms. All rows formatted: 8993.924 ms
sq1000db=> select MAKE_AHM_NOW();
MAKE_AHM_NOW
-----------------------------AHM set (New AHM Epoch: 764)
(1 row)

3) Backup the database at epoch 764, delete 200,000,000 rows, MAKE_AHM_NOW
results in epoch 766.
Time: First fetch (1 row): 18663.111 ms. All rows formatted: 18663.133 ms
sq1000db=> delete from sq1 where kpart=5;
OUTPUT
----------100000000
(1 row)
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Time: First fetch (1 row): 9090.841 ms. All rows formatted: 9090.875 ms
sq1000db=> delete from sq1 where kpart=6;
OUTPUT
----------100000000
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 9070.385 ms. All rows formatted: 9070.407 ms
sq1000db=> select MAKE_AHM_NOW();
MAKE_AHM_NOW
-----------------------------AHM set (New AHM Epoch: 766)
(1 row)
Time: First fetch (1 row): 8805.971 ms. All rows formatted: 8805.998 ms

4) Backup the database at epoch 766.
To see the available backups, issue vbr.py as shown following.
[db2admin@vert02 ~]$ vbr.py --task listbackup --config-file sq1000db.ini
Found 5 backup(s) with given config file sq1000db.ini.
backup

epoch

objects

hosts(nodes)

sq1000db_20130920_112817
766
v_sq1000db_node0001(10.194.239.129), v_sq1000db_node0002(10.194.239.129),
v_sq1000db_node0003(10.194.239.129)
sq1000db_archive20130920_112608 764
v_sq1000db_node0001(10.194.239.129), v_sq1000db_node0002(10.194.239.129),
v_sq1000db_node0003(10.194.239.129)
sq1000db_archive20130920_112341 762
v_sq1000db_node0001(10.194.239.129), v_sq1000db_node0002(10.194.239.129),
v_sq1000db_node0003(10.194.239.129)
sq1000db_archive20130920_111849 760
v_sq1000db_node0001(10.194.239.129), v_sq1000db_node0002(10.194.239.129),
v_sq1000db_node0003(10.194.239.129)
sq1000db_archive20130918_202942 760
v_sq1000db_node0001(10.194.239.129), v_sq1000db_node0002(10.194.239.129),
v_sq1000db_node0003(10.194.239.129)

The following shows the directory structure for the backups.
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figure_06_02

We will restore the oldest archive for epoch 760, the last entry in the list with
timestamp = 20130918_202942.
[db2admin@vert02 ~]$ vbr.py --task restore --config-file sq1000db.ini
archive=20130918_202942
Preparing...
Found Database port: 5433
Copying...
[==================================================] 100%
All child processes terminated successfully.
restore done!
[db2admin@vert02 ~]$

--

The following displays system activity during the restore operation (9:35 ‐9:53).
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figure_06_03

The backup file is on device sdd, which is maxed out at about 52mb/second. The
database file is on device sdb2. The disk throughput translates into network traffic of
about 31mb/second, distributing restore data to remote nodes vert01 and vert03.
The NMON snapshot is supported by the NMON Spreadsheet Analyzer results for the
measurement interval.
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figure_06_04

The very busy disk sdd (the source of the backups) limits the rate of data sent to the
restoring nodes, as shown in the following network activity.

figure_06_05

Summary
The vbr.py backup/restore script provides several options for placement of backup data
including local storage, a remote machine, even copying the entire cluster to a remote
cluster. This chapter examined the resources required for backing up and restoring the
cluster using the local storage option. Epochs and the Ancient History Mark are two
mechanisms used by Vertica to control backup and recovery processing. Deleted data
remains on disk and affects query processing. Deleting data via a drop partition is the
quickest way to recover disk space.
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7
Monitor, Maintain, Troubleshoot
This final chapter discusses some long, boring, technical details. As the saying goes, the
devil’s in the details including:


Dual booting a MAC with RHEL



Installing device drivers



Workload Management



Vertica Management Console



NMON Spreadsheet Analyzer



Vertica/RHEL and Windows



RHEL Maintenance

Dual booting a MAC with RHEL
This chapter assumes you have an Intel based Mac. If your machine is vintage 2010 and
later you should be OK. To verify you have an Intel processor, left click on the apple icon
at the top left of your screen and select About this Mac. The Processor will be Intel
based. You should consider backing up your MAC before attempting to install RHEL, in
the event that you lose everything on the disk and have to recover the operating system
from Apple over the network because the disk you were using for Time Machine was
appropriated for a Linux project. Use a portable and pluggable USB/DVD player for the
RedHat installation DVD, it’s a lot easier than trying to unload the DVD from a Macbook
if you get stuck. Get a USB keyboard and mouse, especially if you’re on a Macbook,
you’ll need to use keys like print screen which aren’t readily available on a Macbook’s
keyboard. Plus the touchpad can be a bit difficult to deal with, still haven’t figured out
how to right click.

Partition the Disk
To begin, boot Mac OSX (10.8.4 in this case) and open the disk utility. Click on the hard
disk at the top on the left of the menu, in this case the name of the disk is 1 TB APPLE
HDD HTSS4….. Click on Partition at the top right to see the current disk partition. You’ll
need to create a new partition for RHEL by first shrinking the size of the current
partition. Drag the resize control of the current partition to an appropriate setting, in
the example following partition Untitled 1 is re‐sized from 1000GB to 200GB, leaving
800GB for the new RHEL partition (DISK0S4). Then format the new partition as MS‐DOS
(FAT).
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You don’t need a lot of room for Redhat, a 20GB partition will work if you’re pressed for
hard disk space.

figure_07_01

Install rEFInd, rEFIt
From their respective websites:“rEFIt is a boot menu and maintenance toolkit for EFI‐
based machines like the Intel Macs. You can use it to boot multiple operating systems
easily, including triple‐boot setups with Boot Camp. It also provides an easy way to
enter and explore the EFI pre‐boot environment.” (rEFIt - An EFI Boot Menu and
Toolkit) “rEFInd is a fork of the rEFIt boot manager. Like rEFIt, rEFInd can auto‐detect
your installed EFI boot loaders and it presents a pretty GUI menu of boot options. rEFInd
goes beyond rEFIt in that rEFInd better handles systems with many boot loaders, gives
better control over the boot loader search process, and provides the ability for users to
define their own boot loader entries.” (rEFInd )
Follow the instructions, install rEFInd first, then install rEFIt. Make sure the RHEL
installation DVD is in the DVD player, and restart your Mac. You’ll be presented with a
menu similar to the following.
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figure_07_02

Using the arrow keys, select the penguin at the top right with the DVD image stuck to
its left foot like the menu preceding, then press enter. This will boot the RedHat
Installation DVD. This Mac Mini already has Linux installed, thus the two penguins.
You’ll be missing a penguin because RedHat isn’t installed yet. We’ll need to use the
Partitioning Tool (selected in the image preceding) at a later step.
To boot rEFInd, use the arrows to select one of the images on either side of the Apple
icon, you’ll get a screen similar to the following.
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figure_07_03

To boot back to rEFIt, select the middle icon on top and hit enter. To boot the Redhat
Installation DVD select the icon on the far right and hit enter.
Make sure you are installing to the proper partition, don’t accept the RHEL installation
default for partitioning, you’ll end up with a dead machine. Observe the following
installation screen. It shows the layout of device /dev/sda, the 1 TB Apple HDD in the
MacMini. MAC OSX is on /dev/sda2 with a size of 191346MB, the partition we just
defined for RHEL is /dev/sda4 with a size of 761703MB. The partition sizes provided by
RedHat differ from the partition sizes reported by MAC OSX, probably because RHEL
assumes 1 gigabyte is 1024*1024*1024, while MAC OSX assumes 1 gigabyte is a billion
(1000*1000*1000).
Once the proper partition is selected, you can click the Edit radio button to carve out the
SWAP, tmp, boot, and whatever spaces you need for Linux. You can get away with one
big ext3 partition: However you might want to add some SWAP space.
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figure_07_04

After you’ve completed the install by selecting every major option (except
Virtualization) and all the suboptions, leave the RedHat installation DVD in the drive and
reboot the system. Spending the time now to select all installable options is a lot easier
than trying to add stuff like passwordless SSH later: A lot of the installation details in
the Vertica documentation don’t need to be dealt with because you’ve done the
legwork up front. Still a few more details to clean up with linux rescue.

rEFIt partitioning tool GPTSYNC.EFI
You’ll notice there is still only 1 penguin in the rEFIt/rEFInd boot menus. To get that
second penguin we need to use the partition tool in the rEFIt boot menu, install a GRUB
bootloader, and edit the grub.conf file. Select the partitioning tool as shown preceding
in figure_07_02 and hit enter. You’ll be presented with a screen like the following.
Gptsync.efi is “A tool that synchronizes the legacy MBR (Mater Boot Record) partition
table with the GPT partition table. This gives legacy operating systems and boot loaders
access to hard disk partitions. Also available directly in the rEFIt menu.”
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figure_07_05

Reply y to update the MBR as printed above.

Linux Rescue
Select the bootable penguin installation DVD, hit enter, and follow the instructions to
invoke linux rescue. This consists of typing linux rescue at the prompt and hitting enter.
Follow the prompts, at some point you’ll get a message saying issue a chroot
/mnt/sysimage. Follow the instructions, then enter grub‐install /dev/sda4. This will
install a GRUB bootloader and associated files at /boot/grub/. Use vi to edit
/boot/grub/grub.conf to look like the following:
# grub.conf generated by anaconda
#
# Note that you do not have to rerun grub after making changes to this file
# NOTICE: You do not have a /boot partition. This means that
#
all kernel and initrd paths are relative to /, eg.
#
root (hd0,3)
#
kernel /boot/vmlinuz-version ro root=/dev/sda4
#
initrd /boot/initrd-version.img
#boot=/dev/sda4
default=0
timeout=5
splashimage=(hd0,3)/boot/grub/splash.xpm.gz
hiddenmenu
title Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server (2.6.18-348.el5)
root (hd0,3)
kernel /boot/vmlinuz-2.6.18-348.el5 ro root=/dev/sda4 rhgb noquiet
initrd /boot/initrd-2.6.18-348.el5.img

Update the kernel statement to look like the italicized&underlined portion of the
code, and like the example shown in the comments at the beginning of the file. The
preceding /boot/grub/grub.conf file is related to the /boot/grub/device.map file
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shown following, also produced during grub‐install: (hd0) identifies the disk volume
/dev/sda, (hd0,3) identifies /dev/sda4, the fourth partition on volume hd0.
# this device map was generated by anaconda
(hd0)
/dev/sda

Reboot the machine, at this point you’ll have a second penguin with a hard drive stuck
to its left foot. Position on this icon, hit enter, and you’ll be presented with your newly
installed RHEL V5.9.
Log in as root, open a terminal window, and display the man page for the parted
command.
[root@vert03 ~]# man parted
PARTED(8)

GNU Parted Manual

PARTED(8)

NAME
GNU Parted - a partition manipulation program
SYNOPSIS
parted [options] [device [command [options...]...]]
DESCRIPTION
This manual page documents briefly the parted command. Complete documentation is distributed with the package in GNU Info format; see
below.
parted is a disk partitioning and partition resizing program. It
allows you to create, destroy, resize, move and copy ext2, ext3, linuxswap, FAT, FAT32, and reiserfs partitions. It can create, resize and
move Macintosh HFS partitions, as well as detect jfs, ntfs, ufs, and
xfs partitions. It is useful for creating space for new operating systems, reorganising disk usage, and copying data to new hard disks.
OPTIONS
-h, --help
displays a help message.
:

Issue the parted command to retrieve disk partition statistics.
[root@vert03 ~]# parted /dev/sda
GNU Parted 1.8.1
Using /dev/sda
Welcome to GNU Parted! Type 'help' to view a list of commands.
(parted) print
Model: ATA APPLE HDD HTS541 (scsi)
Disk /dev/sda: 1000GB
Sector size (logical/physical): 512B/512B
Partition Table: gpt
Number
1
2
3
4

Start
20.5kB
210MB
201GB
202GB

End
210MB
201GB
202GB
1000GB

Size
210MB
201GB
650MB
799GB

File system
fat32
hfs+
hfs+
ext3

Name
EFI System Partition
Untitled 1
Recovery HD

Flags
boot

(parted)

You can also use the rEFIt partitioning tool in read‐only mode while MAC OSX is booted.
Following is the output for the MacMini.
*** Report for internal hard disk ***
Current GPT partition table:
#
Start LBA
End LBA
1
40
409639
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2
3
4
Current
# A
1
2
3
4 *

409640
392286568
393556104

392286567
393556103
1953525134

MBR partition table:
Start LBA
End LBA
1
409639
409640
392286567
392286568
393556103
393556104
1953525134

Mac OS X HFS+
Mac OS X Boot
Basic Data
Type
ee EFI Protective
af Mac OS X HFS+
ab Mac OS X Boot
83 Linux

MBR contents:
Boot Code: Unknown, but bootable
Partition at LBA 40:
Boot Code: None (Non-system disk message)
File System: FAT32
Listed in GPT as partition 1, type EFI System (FAT)
Partition at LBA 409640:
Boot Code: None
File System: HFS Extended (HFS+)
Listed in GPT as partition 2, type Mac OS X HFS+
Listed in MBR as partition 2, type af Mac OS X HFS+
Partition at LBA 392286568:
Boot Code: None
File System: HFS Extended (HFS+)
Listed in GPT as partition 3, type Mac OS X Boot
Listed in MBR as partition 3, type ab Mac OS X Boot
Partition at LBA 393556104:
Boot Code: GRUB
File System: ext3
Listed in GPT as partition 4, type Basic Data
Listed in MBR as partition 4, type 83 Linux, active

Installing Device Drivers
If your network doesn’t start automatically with DHCP, you probably need to install a
driver for the network interface card. Logon as root, issue an lspci without any
operands to see what’s there. The following is from the MacMini.

figure_07_06

The Ethernet controller is the fourth entry from the bottom of the preceding list, from
Broadcom Corporation, a NetXtreme BCM57766 Gigabit Ethernet PCIe adapter. Go to
your favourite internet search site and enter ‘broadcom 57766’. One of the results
should be the Broadcom website Ethernet NIC Driver Downloads | Broadcom .
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Download and unzip the linux tg3 zip file. The resulting directory structure looks like the
following.
[root@vert03 Driver]# pwd
/root/linux-3.129d/Server/Linux/Driver
[root@vert03 Driver]# ls -lh
total 1.2M
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 535K Jun 27 01:46
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 13K Jun 27 01:46
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 4.0K Aug 16 08:10
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 251K Jun 27 01:46
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 327K Jun 27 01:46
[root@vert03 Driver]#

ChangeLog
README.TXT
tg3-3.129d
tg3-3.129d-1.src.rpm
tg3-3.129d.tar.gz

Position yourself in the appropriate directory and install the driver using the MAKE
command as documented in the README.TXT file.
Building Driver From TAR File
=============================
The following are general guidelines for installing the driver.
1. Create a directory and extract the files:
tar xvzf tg3-<version>.tar.gz

Change to the directory you just created via the extraction (tar), using the example
preceding you would issue cd tg3‐3.129d, using the highlighted&italicized directory.
2. Build the driver tg3.o (or tg3.ko) as a loadable module for the
running kernel:
cd src
make
The driver will be compiled for the running kernel by default. To build
the driver for a kernel different than the running one, specify the
kernel by defining it in KVER:
make KVER=<kernel version>
where <kernel version> in the form of 2.x.y-z is the version of another
kernel that is installed on the system.
3. Test the driver by loading it:
insmod tg3.o
or
insmod tg3.ko (on 2.6.x/3.x kernels)
or
insmod tg3
4. Install the driver:
make install

Your network should now come up, you may need to logout/login or restart your
machine. Go to System/Administration/Hardware to investigate the network interface
card details.
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figure_07_07

The MAC address for the Broadcom NIC is identified in info.udi. The name of the NIC is
identified in net.interface as eth0.

Workload Management
The following graphs shows ETR, ITR, and CPU Busy for single and multiple VSQL Batch
jobs. Each VSQL batch job (shell script) invokes all 71 SETQUERY queries on a locally
(ASUS mother ship) defined 1 billion row database, sleeps for ten seconds, and repeats
the sequence eleven times for a total of 852 transactions per job (12*71). There is no
database I/O for this workload, everything is in memory. What little I/O there is consists
of updates to the Vertica Catalog including query history.
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figure_07_08

This is a classic example of well tuned multi processing hardware working with well
tuned multiprocessing software, this could be CICS/DB2 on an Amdahl Millenium,
Hitachi Skyline, or IBM z machine. Notice the relatively flat line for ITR, this is usually
the first place to look for MP performance issues. If the ITR starts to take a dive as the
ETR and CPU busy start to increase, there’s usually a bottleneck somewhere, either the
hardware or the workload running on the hardware.
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The storage controller has historically been very poor at keeping up with the number of
CPUs, and large amounts of interleaved memory. It doesn’t matter if you’re on a
mainframe, a superdome, a sparc box, AIX, or commodity x86 hardware, a speedy
storage controller is important. If you have the opportunity to look inside a big HP box,
take a look at the amount of metal in the heat sync for the storage controller. It’s
massive, like the Itanium heat syncs used to be. The larger the sync, the more heat that
can be dissipated, which usually translates into higher performance, at least until things
start to melt.
The following shows job elapsed times for low priority and high priority users. Each job
executes the same work.

figure_07_09

Create a User
Logon as root, issue a useradd like the following screenscrape from Putty to create a
new linux user;
login as: root
root@10.194.239.129's password:
Last login: Mon Sep 30 08:17:56 2013
[root@vert02 ~]# useradd dbloader
[root@vert02 ~]#

To set the password for user dbloader, go to System/Administration/Users and Groups,
select user dbloader, then select the Properties radio button at the top of the menu. If
the password fields are greyed out, click on the Account Info tab and uncheck Local
password is locked.
Logon as database administrator (db2admin), start the admintools and connect to the
database. Issue the following SQL statements to create the new user dbloader, granting
database and table privileges.
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sq1000l=> create user dbloader;
CREATE USER
sq1000l=> grant all on database sq1000l to dbloader;
GRANT PRIVILEGE
sq1000l=> grant all on table sq1 to dbloader;
GRANT PRIVILEGE
sq1000l=>

Resource Pools
From the Vertica Administrator’s Guide, page 462 “HP Vertica provides a sophisticated
resource management scheme that allows diverse, concurrent workloads to run
efficiently on the database. For basic operations, the built‐in GENERAL pool is pre‐
configured based on RAM and machine cores, but you can customized this pool to
handle specific concurrency requirements.
You can also define new resource pools that you configure to limit memory usage,
concurrency, and query priority. You can then optionally restrict each database user to
use a specific resource pool, which control memory resources used by their requests.”
To create two new resource pools with differing runtime priorities, issue commands
similar to the following.

figure_07_10

In the preceding example, two RESOURCE POOLS are created: pool highpri with a
runtimepriority of high and pool lowpri with a runtime priority of low. User db2admin is
altered to use resource pool highpri, user dbloader is altered to use resource pool
lowpri, after granting access to the pool as reminded by Vertica. Issue a select * from
resource_pools to view the default and user defined pools.

VSQL Batch Job
A portion of the VSQL Batch Job (shell script) is shown by the following more command.
[db2admin@vert02 ~]$ more vsql2.sh
date
vsql -f /home/db2admin/Desktop/mysqlspufallsq2.sql --output
/mnt/vertica/loaddata/sq1.txt
date
sleep 10
date
vsql -f /home/db2admin/Desktop/mysqlspufallsq2.sql --output
/mnt/vertica/loaddata/sq1.txt
date
sleep 10
.
--More--(49%)
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The two lines beginning with vsql are actually one line, the print formatting forces it into
two lines on this page. Output is written to file sq1.txt. To invoke the script open a
terminal window, SSH to the user, and enter ./vsql2.sh from the appropriate directory.

figure_07_11

Repeat this for each user in the benchmark. The first line in the source file is a \timing,
which will display query times on the terminal as shown preceding. Copy the screen
buffer to a text file, you’ve now got VSQL Batch Job start and stop times, as well as
individual query response times.

Vertica Management Console
In addition to providing cluster/database statistics, the Management Console can do
many of the same tasks as the Admintools interface including managing clusters,
rebalancing data, creating databases, as well as tasks not available through the
Admintools interface such as user management and dynamically configuring database
parameters. See the Administration Guide, Administration Tools and Management
Console, page 230 for more details.
Following is a view of recent Activity from the Management Console for the four
measurements. Query Concurrency seems to stall at about 400 for the last two
measurements: Adding more processors to the mix might help achieve higher query
concurrency.
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figure_07_12

NMON reports on a similar metric, run queue length (runq‐sz) as produced by the sar –q
command. This is the average number of processes waiting for run time. From the
Nmon Analyser User’s Guide:” RunQueue (is) the average number of kernel threads in
the run queue. This is reported as runq‐sz by the sar ‐q command and is reported as
RunQueue on the nmon Kernel Internal Statistics panel. A value that exceeds 3x the
number of CPUs may indicate CPU constraint.” Following is the RunQueue graph from
NMON for 1, 2, 4 and 6 VSQL Batch Jobs.

figure_07_13

The system under test has 8 cpus, using the advice from the NMON User’s Guide the last
two measurements have average RunQueues above 24 (8cpus*3), a good indication the
workload is starved for CPUs (cores).
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NMON Spreadsheet Analyzer
Go to Public Wikis , enter nmon_analyser in the Public wikis search window, select
the nmon_analyser project and download the excel spreadsheet analyzer and
documentation, probably to a Windows machine. You’ll need Word to read the user’s
guide and Excel to run the spreadsheet tool.
The interval used for NMON data collection is set to six seconds for these
measurements, due to the relatively short duration of the tests (minutes) as compared
to the database loads (hours). The smaller interval allows for more accurate
measurement of system activity, resulting in more accurate predictions when
computing ITRs. The following command creates 1800 6‐second intervals (3 hours).
./nmon14i –f –t –c 1800 –s 06

The data for all four measurements is in one nmon file from the Asus machine vert02.
-rw-r--r--

1 root

root

2.6M Sep 29 10:39 vert02_130929_0739.nmon

Copy the nmon file to a windows workstation, open the Spreadsheet Analyzer (Excel
Spreadsheet), left click the Analyze nmon data radio button, maneuver to the nmon file
you just copied and double click for a default report.

figure_07_14

To correlate specific times with NMON intervals, open the ZZZZ worksheet, the NMON
intervals and their associated times are listed.
The preceding report starts with interval 560 and ends with interval 695, which
corresponds to the 6user measurement. All GRAPHS were produced as CHARTS within
the resulting Excel report. Specific overrides such as CHART sizes can be specified in the
Settings worksheet of the nmon analyzer spreadsheet, see the comments in the Settings
worksheet and the associated Nmon Analyzer User’s Guide for more details.
The SYS_SUMM worksheet summarizes system activity including the total number of
MB read and written, CPU Utilization, and I/O transfers per second. Average CPU Busy
is needed to calculate the ITR from the ETR. For these measurements, Average CPU
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Busy is calculated by subtracting Idle% from 100%. In the spreadsheet preceding
Average CPU Busy is equal to (100% ‐ 21.0%) = 79%.
The following table summarizes metrics for 1, 2, 4, and 6 concurrent VSQL Batch Jobs.
ETR is calculated by dividing the number of transactions by elapsed time. ITR is
calculated by dividing ETR by CPU busy percentage.

figure_07_15

Vertica/RHEL and Windows
This section examines remote desktop and file sharing between LINUX and Windows
workstations.

Putty VMART Tutorial
The following two links illustrate the use of Putty to connect to RHEL and Vertica from a
Windows workstation, run through the VMART tutorial, collect NMON performance
data, and analyse it using the NMON Spreadsheet Monitor. The third link is self
explanatory.
NMON Activity Recording
NMON Analyzer Spreadsheet
Download PuTTY - a free SSH and telnet client for Windows

VNC
Virtual Network Computing allows one computer to view and control another computer
over the network. From Wikipedia: “VNC was originally developed at the Olivetti &
Oracle Research Lab in Cambridge, United Kingdom. The original VNC source code and
many modern derivatives are open source under the GNU General Public License.” Two
components are required: VNC Server running on the computer to be controlled, and
VNC viewer running on the controlling computer.
A basic VNC server is installed with RHEL V5.9. To enable remote computers to connect
to Linux, go to System/Preferences/Remote Desktop, you’ll be presented with a menu
similar to the following (on the left). The :0 at the end of vert03 identifies the VNC
session, and will be used by VNC Viewer at connection time (menu on the right
following).
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figure_07_16

Make sure to check Allow other users to view your desktop and Allow other users to
control your desktop.
Download and install RealVNC from RealVNC - Download VNC® Viewer . Start up
VNC Viewer, fill in the IP address of the machine you wish to control followed by a colon
and the VNC session number as shown in the menu on the right preceding. You’ll be
presented with a desktop similar to the following.

figure_07_17

Linux Terminal Server Client
Terminal Server Client allows remote access and control from RHEL to a Windows
Workstation. On RHEL go to Applications/Internet/Terminal Server Client, a window
similar to the following (on the left) will open. Fill in the IP address for the target
Windows workstation and click the Connect radio button, you’ll be presented with a
menu similar to the following (on the right). Standard remote desktop options such as
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screen size and remote audio are available. This assumes that you’ve enabled remote
desktop on the Windows Workstation. To enable remote desktop on Windows go to
Control Panel, System, and left click on the Remote Settings link on the left. In the
Remote tab of the resulting pop‐up, make sure that an Allow Connections radio button
is selected. To log on to your Windows workstation from RHEL use your Windows userid
and password.

figure_07_18

File Sharing
File sharing has been and continues to be a security issue. Defining an unprotected
network shared drive is one of the quickest ways to get infected by unscrupulous
individuals. Simply password protecting the shared network drive goes a long way
towards keeping it secure (hackers are lazy otherwise they’d have real jobs).
On Windows, go to the Control Panel, Network and Sharing Center, left click on Changed
advanced sharing settings, select the appropriate profile (home, etcetera) make sure
that the following three radio buttons are selected:


Turn on network discovery



Turn on file and printer sharing



Turn on sharing so anyone with access can read and write files in the Public
folders.
Open a Windows Explorer window, left click on the drive to share, and select Properties
from the resulting pop‐up. Select the Sharing tab and assign the appropriate
permissions for remote users, as shown in the following which shares the entire I disk.
This will allow full access to Everyone and anyone with a userid and password on the
Windows workstation. To access the Windows file share from Linux, go to
Places/Connect to Server, select Windows Share for the service type, enter the IP
address for the Windows workstation, click the Connect radio button and you’ll be
prompted for your Windows userid and password.
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figure_07_19

When you’ve logged on a folder will open on the network share.

RHEL Maintenance
If you were unable to register with Redhat during installation, you can register after the
fact. Login as root to the server you wish to register. Open Firefox, go to the Redhat
Customer Portal (Red Hat Customer Portal) log in, and maneuver to the menu with your
server’s license (Subscriptions, Subscription Management, Units, Server name). The
server name is vert03 in the example following. Left click on the Download hyperlink in
the Entitlement Certificate window at the lower right to download the certificate to
your workstation. After the certificate has downloaded, go to Applications/System
Tools/Red Hat Subscription Manager, left click on System, left click on Import Cert in the
resulting pop‐up, select the certificate you just downloaded from the resulting Import
Certificates pop‐up, click the Import radio button, and you should be ready to receive
updates.
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figure_07_20

YUM
Registering with Redhat configures metadata repositories used by YUM for installing
and maintaining Redhat Packages. From the MAN page for Yum:” yum – (Yellowdog
Updater Modified) is an interactive, rpm based, package manager. It can automatically
perform system updates, including dependency analysis and obsolete processing based
on "repository" metadata. It can also perform installation of new packages, removal of
old packages and perform queries on the installed and/or available packages among
many other commands/services. yum is similar to other high level package managers
like apt‐get and smart. While there are some graphical interfaces directly to the yum
code, more recent graphical interface development is happening with PackageKit and
the gnome‐packagekit application.”
To see the yum repositories configured for your system, open a terminal window while
logged on as root and issue yum repolist.
[root@vert03 ~]# yum repolist
.
repo id
rhel-5-server-cf-tools-1-rpms
rhel-5-server-rhev-agent-rpms
rhel-5-server-rpms
rpmforge
repolist: 26,943
[root@vert03 ~]#

repo name
Red Hat CloudForms
Red Hat Enterprise
Red Hat Enterprise
Red Hat Enterprise

status
Tools for RHEL 5 (RPMs)
35
Virtualization Agents fo
7
Linux 5 Server (RPMs)
15,588
5Server - RPMforge.net - 11,313

There are four repositories listed: The three for rhel‐5‐server are provided when
registered with RHN for updates, the rpmforge repository was added via the following
command (all on one line).
rpm -Uhv http://apt.sw.be/redhat/el5/en/x86_64/rpmforge/RPMS//rpmforge-release0.3.6-1.el5.rf.x86_64.rpm

Let’s reward ourselves for getting to this point and watch some movies on RHEL. We’ll
need a video player, vlc is an oldie but goodie, available on the rpmforge site. To install
vlc enter yum install vlc as shown following.
[root@vert03 ~]# yum install vlc
Loaded plugins: product-id, security, subscription-manager
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This system is receiving updates from Red Hat Subscription Management.
rhel-5-server-cf-tools-1-rpms
| 2.8 kB
00:00
rhel-5-server-rhev-agent-rpms
| 3.1 kB
00:00
rhel-5-server-rpms
| 3.7 kB
00:00
Setting up Install Process
Resolving Dependencies
--> Running transaction check
---> Package vlc.x86_64 0:0.9.9a-7.el5.rf set to be updated
--> Processing Dependency: libfribidi.so.0()(64bit) for package: vlc
--> Finished Dependency Resolution
vlc-0.9.9a-7.el5.rf.x86_64 from rpmforge has depsolving problems
--> Missing Dependency: libfribidi.so.0()(64bit) is needed by package vlc0.9.9a-7.el5.rf.x86_64 (rpmforge)
Error: Missing Dependency: libfribidi.so.0()(64bit) is needed by package vlc0.9.9a-7.el5.rf.x86_64 (rpmforge)
You could try using --skip-broken to work around the problem
You could try running: package-cleanup --problems
package-cleanup --dupes
rpm -Va --nofiles --nodigest
The program package-cleanup is found in the yum-utils package.

Notice the underline italicized message in blue concerning the Missing Dependency:
libfribidi. Sometimes you need to manually find and install rpm’s which aren’t
resolvable in your yum repositories. Rpmforge has the fribidi package for RHEL V6 but
not RHEL V5. A quick search via Yahoo located fribidi‐0.19.2‐2.el5.x86_64.rpm Go to
the website and download the package. Open a terminal window and install the
package via rpm as shown following.
[root@vert03 ~]# ls
.
fribidi-0.19.2-2.99.el5.x86_64.rpm
.
[root@vert03 ~]# rpm -Uvh fribidi-0.19.2-2.99.el5.x86_64.rpm
warning: fribidi-0.19.2-2.99.el5.x86_64.rpm: Header V4 DSA signature: NOKEY, key
ID 66534c2b
Preparing...
########################################### [100%]
1:fribidi
########################################### [100%]

Now try the yum install vlc again.
[root@vert03 ~]# yum install vlc
Loaded plugins: product-id, security, subscription-manager
This system is receiving updates from Red Hat Subscription Management.
rhel-5-server-cf-tools-1-rpms
| 2.8 kB
00:00
rhel-5-server-rhev-agent-rpms
| 3.1 kB
00:00
rhel-5-server-rpms
| 3.7 kB
00:00
Setting up Install Process
Resolving Dependencies
--> Running transaction check
---> Package vlc.x86_64 0:0.9.9a-7.el5.rf set to be updated
--> Finished Dependency Resolution
Dependencies Resolved
==================================================================================
Package
Arch
Version
Repository
Size
vlc
x86_64
0.9.9a-7.el5.rf
rpmforge
20 M
Transaction Summary
==================================================================================
.
Is this ok [y/N]: y
Downloading Packages:
vlc-0.9.9a-7.el5.rf.x86_64.rpm
| 20 MB
00:10
.
Installed:
vlc.x86_64 0:0.9.9a-7.el5.rf
Complete!
[root@vert03 ~]#

Logon as somebody other than root, go to Applications, Sound & Video, VLC Media
Player to play a movie or mp3 file. Looking for content? Try the following link:
http://davidjyoung.com/trains/ .
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figure_07_21

Summary
This chapter examined some long, boring, technical details including installing RHEL on a
Mac, installing device drivers, Vertica workload management, the NMON Spreadsheet
Analyser, file sharing and remote desktopping between Linux and Windows, and
maintaining RHEL software with yum/rpm.
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